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Abstract
Plasma-wall interactions play an important role in plasma physics. In many theoret-
ical studies an infinite unbounded system is assumed. However in reality, it is often
the case that we need to include the physics of the plasma -wall interaction in order
to be able to realistically model a plasma system. Such studies are quite complicated
due to the non-linear nature of the associated physics.
One such example is the source-collector sheath system which describes the plasma
between an infinite wall and a Maxwellian source. Such a system comprises of two
distinct areas; the first is an electron rich region near the Maxwellian source, the
source sheath, and the other is an ion rich area near the wall, the collector sheath.
In the first part of this work, we model this system theoretically using truncated
Maxwellian distributions for both electrons and ions to describe the collisionless,
ionization-free plasma, and we also include flows. Furthermore, we study the problem
using simulation results from our Vlasov kinetic code Yggdrasil using a perfectly
absorbing wall as a boundary.
In the second part of this work, we study the effect of an electron emitting sur-
face in the source-collector sheath system, without plasma flows. Electron emission
plays a crucial role for many plasma applications, for example in fusion devices it
is an important part of the physics of the interaction of the plasma with the walls
of the reactor. A theoretical model is constructed for a range of ion and electron
temperatures and for a variety of electron emission characteristics. Furthermore, we
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use our kinetic code Yggdrasil with an electron emitting boundary to simulate the
phenomenon.
In the third part of this work, we focus on the application of the theoretical model
we developed for the source-collector sheath system in the study of the charging of
large dust grains. We use the formalism of the MOML (Modified Orbital Motion
Limited) approach incorporating the conclusions of our theoretical studies. More
specifically, we investigate how the use of the source-collector sheath model applied
in MOML affects its results. The outcomes of this study are compared with numerical
studies available in the literature.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Πλα´σµα is a Greek noun derived from the verb piλα´σσω which means “to give a
form”.
Plasma is any state of matter that contains enough free charged particles for its dy-
namics to be dominated by electromagnetic forces [3].
The word plasma was first introduced in 1928 by Langmuir in his historic paper
entitled “Oscillations in ionized gases” [4]. There have been various speculations
of how Langmuir came up with the term “plasma” to describe the glowing ionized
gas produced in an electric discharge in a tube. According to Tonks in his paper
entitled “The Birth of Plasma” published in 1967 [5], Langmuir possibly came up
with the term inspired by the similarities in appearance of the discharge to a blood
plasma. However, according to Tonks’ recollection Langmuir never explicitly stated
this connection. According to other researchers [6] the term was inspired by the Greek
word piλα´σµα. Langmuir, who was aware of the Greek etymology of the word, was
impressed by the characteristic of the glowing discharge to take the form of the tube
in which it was created. Due to this characteristic he chose the word plasma which
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ΠΥΡ, fire 
Octahedron Icosahedron
HexahedronTetrahedron
ΑΗΡ, air 
ΓΗ, earth 
Υ∆Ρ, water 
Figure 1.1: Four of the Platonic solids and their corresponding four basic elements of nature
according to Plato [7,8]. The fifth which is not depicted in the picture is the Dodecahedron
which represents the Universe [7].
essentially means the one that is formed.
Plasma, is sometimes also referred to as the “fourth state of matter” [3] with the
other three being solid, liquid and gas. According to the Greek philosophers of the
6th century B.C., the basic elements that constituted the Universe were: earth, water,
air and fire [7]. In the pre-Socratic era, four of the major philosophers believed that
among these basic ingredient of the Universe, one was the dominant. Thales of Miletus
(624 - 546 B.C.) believed that the basic element was water, Anaximander of Miletus
(610 – 540 B.C.) claimed it was the apeiron (which translates in English as infinity) a
primordial substance from which all derived from and all result to [7]. Anaximenes of
Miletus (585 - 525 B.C.) thought that air was the source of everything and Heraclitus
of Ephesus (544 - 484 B.C.) believed that all in the Universe were modification of fire,
describing the Cosmos as an ever-living fire. It was the Greek philosopher Empedocles
of Agrigentum (490 - 430 B.C.) who first spoke of a Universe made by four equally
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Figure 1.2: (left) A picture of the sun taken by the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO),
launched on February 11, 2010 [12]. (right) Images of Saturn’s aurora over a period of five
days [13].
valid elements: the earth, the water, the air and the fire [7]. In 360 B.C., Plato
associated the four elements with solids in his famous work Timaeus [7], see figure
1.1.
Today, the Universe is believed to consist of three different types of substance:
normal matter, “dark matter” and “dark energy”. In the current cosmological model
only approximately 5% is believed to be the normal visible matter and the rest is
attributed to the dark components of the Universe [9]. Recent cosmological studies
estimate that 99% of the visible matter of the Universe is plasma [10,11].
1.1 Plasmas in Space and in Nature
Naturally occurring plasmas can be found both in space and in nature. In this section
we present some characteristic examples that fall under this category.
As we have already said, the vast majority of matter in the Universe is in an
ionized state and a large percentage of this mass is concentrated in the stars. The
closest star to Earth is our Sun, see figure 1.2, a huge ball of plasma made of 92.1%
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hydrogen and 7.8% helium. It is held together by its own gravitational force [14]
and makes up 99.8% of the mass of the entire solar system. The Sun supports life
on Earth and is responsible for the existence of the seasons, the ocean currents, the
weather and the climate. The sun is comprised of six regions which are the following:
• the core
• the radiative zone
• the convective zone
• the photosphere (the visible surface)
• the chromosphere
• the corona
Inside its core, the temperature rises at approximately 15 million degrees Celsius,
which is sufficient to sustain thermonuclear fusion and this is essentially where the
energy responsible for sustaining life on Earth is produced. This energy is radiated
from the core, taking about 170,000 years to reach the convective zone. Inside this
zone, the temperature drops below 2 million degrees Celsius and large bubbles of hot
plasma form and move upwards towards the photosphere. It is from the photosphere,
a 500-kilometer-thick region, from where radiation escapes and reaches the Earth.
Here is also where sunspots are observed. These are areas with strong magnetic fields
and are much cooler than their surrounding region. This temperature difference is the
reason why they appear darker. The Sun’s magnetic activity cycle is responsible for
the variability in the number of sunspots, while it is also linked with solar flares and
coronal mass ejections. Above the photosphere, as we have already mentioned, is the
chromosphere and the corona. The light coming from these regions is significantly
weaker compared to the one that comes from the photosphere. These two regions
can only be directly observed from Earth during a total solar eclipse. During a
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Figure 1.3: The Northern Lights photographed by Martina Gardiner at Dunluce Castle in
County Antrim, Northern Ireland [16].
total eclipse, the Moon covers the photosphere and the chromosphere can be seen red
around the sun while the corona forms a white crown with plasma streaming outward,
forming the points of the crown.
The Sun’s corona is also responsible for the solar wind. The plasma in the corona
has high enough energy that can escape the Sun’s gravity. These plasma particles
(electrons, protons, and heavier ions) that comprise the solar wind are injected with
velocities of the order of hundreds of kilometres per second into interplanetary space.
The interaction with the solar wind is responsible for many phenomena in our solar
system. It creates the anti-sunward tails of comets and shapes the magnetosphere
around planets with naturally occurring magnetic fields. The solar wind can even
have a measurable effect on the trajectory of spacecraft [15]. Another example,
which is one of the most beautiful and spectacular phenomena in nature is aurora
borealis or the Northern lights. This phenomenon has impressed for centuries human
kind and it has become an inspiration for several myths, folklore and religious stories .
In 1619 A.D., Galileo Galilei named this spectacular phenomenon as “aurora borealis”
after Aurora, who was the Roman goddess of morning, and the Greek name for the
north wind, Boreas. However, Galileo wrongly attributed the phenomenon to the
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Figure 1.4: A photograph of a flash of lightning over the Parthenon temple at the Acropolis
hill, Athens, Greece. The photograph was taken by photographer Petros Giannakouris,
AP [17].
sunlight reflecting from the atmosphere [18]. In reality, aurora borealis is created by
the ionization of the high altitude atmosphere by energetic solar wind plasma particles
escaping the Earth’s magnetosphere. Auroras can be mainly seen in high latitudes
towards the Arctic and the Antarctic [19]. In the northern regions the phenomenon is
called aurora borealis and in the southern latitudes is called aurora australis (or the
Southern lights), see figure 1.3. Auroras are not only formed in Earth’s atmospheres
but they also occur in other planets of our solar system which have magnetic fields.
Such an example of an aurora in Saturn can be seen in figure 1.2 [13].
The last example of this section is a more common one to our everyday experience
and it is lightning. Lightning is basically an electrostatic discharge which is created
when large potential differences occur in the atmosphere between regions with oppo-
sites charge. When these potential differences become large enough, the air between
them becomes ionized and a plasma is formed. Through this electrically conducting
channel a large current flows and this is what we see as lightning. There are different
types of lightning, the majority of them are created either between different regions
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of the same cloud or between clouds, but a small percentage is also created between
clouds and the ground, see figure 1.4.
1.2 Laboratory Plasmas and Applications
Even before the term plasma was invented by Langmuir in 1928, plasmas already
were observed in the laboratory. In the middle of the 19th century Geissler tubes,
early versions of neon lights, were displayed as novelty items and works of art [20],
see figure 1.5. The Geissler tube was invented in 1857 by the German glassblower
and physicist Heinrich Geissler. This glass tube included two metal electrodes, one
at each side, it was partially evacuated and filled with various low pressure gasses,
like neon, or other conductive materials. When a high enough voltage was applied to
the electrodes a plasma and light would be created. The colour of the emitted light
would depend on the material used.
Since then, plasma physics evolved and its applications have a great impact in
many areas of everyday life. Plasma based material processing [21] has applications in
areas like: computer chip fabrication, production of solar cells, manufacturing of bio-
compatible human implants, methods for sterilization in pharmaceutical production
using plasma discharges, energy efficient lighting, jet engines which rely on protective
plasma spray coatings to prevent damage from high temperatures and nanoscale ma-
terials. These are some of the numerous examples of how plasma physics and related
technology have improved the quality of human life [22].
Plasma physics plays also a central role in the effort for achieving nuclear fusion
which is the energy source powering the Sun. In nuclear fusion two light elements
(usually hydrogen isotopes) combine in order to form one heavier nucleus. In order
to achieve this nuclear reaction, a combination of high temperatures and pressures
is necessary. There are currently two main paths towards that goal; inertial and
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Figure 1.5: Colour drawing of Geissler tubes taken from a 19th century French natural
philosophy book [20]. The original caption from an English translation of the book [23]
was: “Electric discharge in rarefied gasses: 1. Discharge in Vapor of Alcohol. (2. 3. 4. 5.
Geissler’s tubes enclosing rarefied gasses) 2. Shows Fluorescence of Sulphuret of Calcium,
4. Fluorescence of Uranium glass, 5. Shows Fluorescence of Sulphuret of Strontium, 6.
Fluorescence of Uranium glass and Sulphate of Quinine”.
magnetic confinement fusion. In inertial confinement fusion (ICF) the necessary con-
ditions are achieved through the compression of a fuel pellet with the use of lasers. At
the moment the largest ICF experiment in the world is the National Ignition Facility
(NIF) in the USA. One of NIF’s aims is to take important steps towards ignition,
production through fusion of more energy than the lasers deliver to the target [24].
Magnetic confinement fusion (MCF) adopts a different strategy than ICF. In MCF
the plasma is confined with the use of magnetic fields inside the vacuum vessel of the
reactor. Currently the dominant reactor design is a doughnut shaped vessel known
as a tokamak. At the moment the largest tokamak in the world, called ITER, is
constructed in France, see figure 1.6. ITER’s aim is to produce, through fusion, ten
times the power that it will consume, proving the feasibility of a commercial fusion
power plant while testing key technologies necessary for this goal [25].
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Figure 1.6: A graphic representation of ITER. The ITER tokamak will have a height of 29
metres and a diameter of 28 metres, making it the world’s largest tokamak. A human figure
depicted at the bottom right corner denotes the scale of the device [26].
1.3 Dusty Plasmas
Dusty or complex plasmas are defined as plasmas containing charged solid or liquid
particles [29]. Dust particles have a much larger mass and electric charge compared
to ions and electrons. In this section we present some examples that are related to
the field of dusty plasmas.
As we also mentioned in section 1.1, plasma is dominant in the Universe and
many examples of dusty plasmas can be found within our solar system and in space.
A very widely known example is the spokes of Saturn’s rings; in fact their discovery
was an important event in the development of the field of dusty plasmas. Saturn’s
rings have been one of the central points of interest for astronomers since they were
first discovered by Galileo in 1610 [11]. In the early eighties, Voyager’s observations
regarding the formation of spokes in Saturn’s rings, attracted wider interest in the
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Figure 1.7: (left) The spokes in Saturn’s B Ring taken from the Cassini spacecraft, Novem-
ber 26, 2008. The central feature in this image is a wedge-shaped spoke where the inner
side is wider than the outer portion due to electromagnetic effects on the dust particles [27].
(right) A plasma crystal in the laboratory. The dust grains levitate above a high-frequency
electrode forming a dust crystal. In this view we see the plasma (blue glow) and the mi-
croparticles illuminated by a laser beam [28].
field of dusty plasmas. The particles comprising Saturn’s rings are mainly composed
of ice and their size ranges from microns to metres. The spokes are radial features
on Saturn’s rings and they exhibit a characteristic wedge shape, see figure 1.7. These
features initially could not be explained by taking into account just gravitational
effects. This led to the development of a gravito-electrodynamic theory in order to
explain the dynamics of dust particles in Saturn’s rings [30].
Another characteristic example of dusty plasmas in space is comets. Comets
are small irregularly shaped objects which are composed of non-volatile material
and frozen gases [11]. The central part of the comet is called nucleus and it is
composed of rock, dust, water ice, and frozen gases such as carbon dioxide, carbon
monoxide, methane and ammonia [31]. Following the trajectory of the comet as
it moves from a large distance to a few AU (Astronomical Units) from the Sun,
its environment changes dramatically. As the comet approaches the Sun, its nucleus
starts to evaporate. This leads to the development of an atmosphere of diffuse material
around its nucleus, which is called a coma. The coma usually grows in size and
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brightness as the comet gets closer to the Sun [11]. Also, the nucleus evaporation leads
to the formation of the comet’s tails. Two kinds of tails develop, one made of gas,
called type I, gas or ion tail and one made of dust particles called the type II or dust
tail. Because of their composition and their interaction with the solar wind comets
are complicated systems where dusty plasmas play a key role in their understanding.
Some examples of dusty plasma phenomena in the comet environment include, the
charging of the comet’s nucleus, the electrostatic levitation of dust particles above
the nucleus’ surface and rapid changes in the dust tail’s morphology [32].
In the late eighties, the observation of dust collective effects and the issues arising
from the presence of dust in plasma processing devices used in the semiconductor
industry [33] gave a major boost to the field. Another major breakthrough for dusty
plasmas, was the observation of the formation of dust crystals in 1994 [34], see figure
1.7. The formation of dust crystals was first observed above the electrode of an
RF discharge by dust particles which levitated electrostatically above the sheath of
the discharge. The charged micrometer sized particles formed a highly ordered and
defined structure. This structure was termed as a dust crystal. Observations from
experiments showed that the dust crystals can exhibit behaviour similar to melting
and evaporation with the increase of their temperature. The dust crystals are different
from the solid-state ones and their differences lie in their crystal type, their interaction
energy and their lattice spacing [11]. However, they are a useful macroscopic model
system for the study of phenomena like the transition from a strongly coupled system
to a weakly coupled one and also the opposite.
As we mentioned also in section 1.2, plasma physics plays a central role in achiev-
ing nuclear fusion in the laboratory. An important aspect of this effort is how the
plasma interacts with the walls of the reactor. An issue associated with the physics
of the plasma-surface interaction in such environments is the production and trans-
port of dust particles within the reactor [35–38]. Studies of dust grains recovered
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from tokamaks show that the shape of these particles varies from spherical ones to
irregular ones. Their size ranges from a few nanometres to several hundreds of mi-
crometres [35]. Also, it was found that the particles’ composition is closely related to
the materials comprising the wall of the reactor [39]. Some of the problems associ-
ated with the production and transport of dust in a tokamak are the following; it can
transport impurities around the Scrape-Off Layer (SOL) and it can contaminate with
heavy impurities the plasma core. Also, the produced dust particles can be a hazard
for human health. This is both because of their small size and due to their composi-
tion; they can contain toxic substances, like Beryllium, used for the construction for
the wall of the vessel. Furthermore, the produced solid particles can also be radioac-
tive either by retaining Tritium or through their activation by neutrons produced in
the reactor. The presence of dust can also increase the risk of an explosion. For these
reasons there are strict dust related safety limits in the construction of ITER [35].
We can see that the behaviour and the dynamics of dust immersed in a plasma play
an important role in the successful operation of future tokamak devices.
1.4 Motivation and Overview
An important aspect of all the plasma systems that we have discussed is how the
plasma interacts with surfaces. This is particularly true whether we are referring to
the interaction of the solar wind with a comet [11,32], or the plasma profile near the
electrodes of a plasma discharge [40], the heat fluxes on the divertor of a tokamak [41]
or a dust particle immersed in a plasma [42]. In many of these cases, the plasmas
are very close to being collisionless and without ionization [43, 44]. One system that
describes such phenomena is the source-collector sheath system [45], in which there is
a plasma region near a wall and a source of plasma in that region. Some examples of
the application of the source-collector sheath system are plasma diodes [46–48], the
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tokamak scrape-off layer [45,49] and as we will present in Chapter 5 the modelling of
the charging of large dust grains.
In many of these systems, plasma flows play an important role [41,44,50]. However,
so far there has been no study of its effect in the relevant literature. In this work, we
study for the first time the impact of plasma flows on a source-collector sheath system,
Chapter 3. Furthermore, we also study the effect of electron emission, Chapter 4.
Electron emission has a central role in many plasma systems [46,51]; some examples
include high density hot plasmas like the ones found in tokamaks [41, 52], plasma
diodes [46] and emissive probes [51]. For both of these cases, we develop both an
analytical model that is presented for the first time in the literature and a Vlasov
kinetic code specifically for such systems. With the later we simulate for the first
time the source-collector sheath system, for stationary plasmas, flowing plasmas and
the case of electron emission. In the relevant literature, Particle in Cell (PIC) codes
have been extensively used to simulate the source-collector sheath system [53–56].
PIC codes follow the evolution of a large number of virtual plasma particles in the
self-consistent fields calculated on a numerical grid. Due to their nature, all plasma
properties are calculated based on the kinetic properties of the simulated virtual
particles in the area of interest, they are prone to numerical noise. On the other
hand, Vlasov codes simulate the behaviour and evolution of the ion and electron
distribution functions and thus are less prone to numerical noise and can resolve
better the shape of the distribution functions [57].
One of the main motivations of this work is the study of the physics of the charg-
ing of large dust grains. The physics of the dust plasma interaction is very important
as dusty plasma systems are ubiquitous and can be found, as we have seen, both in
naturally occurring plasmas and in laboratory plasma devices [11]. The physics of
large dust grains is particularly important in tokamak reactors. In this case in addi-
tion the detrimental effects of solid particles we discussed in the previous section large
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dust particles, due to their size, can reach inside the plasma core making significant
contribution to the contamination of the plasma with high Z materials [58, 59]; this
can severely impact tokamak performance and can even cause a disruption and ter-
mination of the discharge. In Chapter 5, we apply the conclusions of our study of the
source collector-sheath system in the modelling of the charging of large dust grains in
plasma flows [44]. Our study highlights for the first time the impact that flows have
on the sheath forming around a large dust grain and therefore on its charging.
Summarizing, in Chapter 2 we give some theoretical background on the physics of
plasma-surface interactions looking at a basic model of the formation of the sheath;
and the charging of dust grains, giving an overview of the widely used Orbital Mo-
tion Limited (OML) theory for both stationary and flowing plasmas. In Chapter 3,
we present our analytic model for the source-collector sheath system with flows, we
present our simulation results and benchmark them with our theoretical model. In
Chapter 4, we study the effect of electron emission to the source-collector sheath sys-
tem, we present our analytic model examining the three cases regarding the formation
of a potential well and we also show our simulation results which are benchmarked
with the theoretical ones. In Chapter 5, we study the application of the source-
collector sheath system on the charging of large dust grains. First we compare OML
with the Orbital Motion (OM) theory, discussing the OML theory’s limitations. We
then present the Modified Orbital Motion Limited (MOML) theory; we combine our
analytical model of the source-collector sheath system with MOML theory and we
compare the results of the new modified version of MOML both with the conven-
tional MOML and simulation results. Last in Chapter 6, we summarize our work and
present our future plans.
Chapter 2
Basic Theoretical Concepts
In this Chapter we present basic theoretical concepts that provide the necessary
background for the research work that is presented in Chapters 3, 4 and 5. We
first study the concepts of sheath and presheath that are formed when a surface is
in contact with a plasma and we give account of the Bohm criterion, the necessary
condition for the formation of the sheath. We also study the charging of a dust grain
immersed in a plasma and we discuss the Orbital Motion Limited (OML) theory for
both stationary and flowing plasmas.
2.1 The Planar Wall Case
One of the most fundamental and important problems in the study of plasma-surface
interaction is the planar wall case where we assume that an infinite wall is in contact
with the plasma. Initially, there is an increased electron current to the wall due to the
higher mobility of electrons compared to the ions. The electron current charges up
the wall negatively repelling the electrons and attracting the ions until an equilibrium
is reached. At this point, the potential on the wall is the so-called floating potential.
The electrons and ions reaching the wall recombine on the surface and are re-emitted
as neutrals; thus, both species are lost from the plasma. The plasma, in contact with
36
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Figure 2.1: A schematic representation of the geometry of the planar wall case.
the negatively charged solid surface, forms two distinct regions; the first is called the
sheath and the second is the presheath, see also figure 2.1. The sheath is the area in
front of the wall, where quasi-neutrality breaks down and an electric field is created.
The sheath shields the plasma from the negatively charged wall. The condition for the
formation of a stable sheath is called the Bohm criterion [60], it states that there is a
minimum velocity, the Bohm speed, that the ions must have at the sheath-presheath
boundary. The ions are accelerated up to this velocity by a small electric field in the
quasi-neutral presheath. The function of the presheath is to ensure that the Bohm
condition is fulfilled.
In most cases, the sheath can be assumed to be collisionless. However, for the
presheath the situation is more complicated. Riemann, in his work [40], showed that
in order for the presheath to accelerate the ions to the Bohm speed so that they can
fulfill the criterion for the formation of the sheath, there are two conditions of which
at least one should be fulfilled: (1) the ion current density should increase while the
ions are approaching the solid surface, and, (2) the ions should experience a retarding
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force while they are in the presheath. There are four different mechanisms according
to [40] that can fulfill this condition:
• Geometric presheath: the geometry of the system ensures that the ion current
density increases near the surface. This is the case for example for spherical
probes.
• Collisional presheath: the collisions act as a retarding force to the ions.
• Ionization in presheath: as more ions are created in the presheath due to ion-
ization, there is an increase of the ion current density. It also acts as a retarding
force to the ion fluid due to the fact that the ions which are produced from the
ionization process have lower energy.
• Magnetic presheath: the magnetic field limits the mobility of the ions towards
the wall.
Taking into account the above discussion, there cannot be a collisionless planar
presheath. However, as it was shown by Emmert et al. [61], it is possible to have a
presheath with two distinct regions, a source region where the plasma is produced and
a collisionless region without ionization. It was also shown in Emmert et al. [45, 61]
that the potential drop in the sheath-presheath region is not affected by the spatial
dimensions of the plasma source. This way, we can assume that the source region
can be modelled as a planar source. An example of such case is the source-collector
sheath system that is presented in Chapter 3.
We focus our study on the simplest physically realistic sheath case; the collisionless
sheath case with cold ions. We assume that electrons have a Maxwellian distribution
with a temperature Te and the ions are cold with temperature Ti = 0 and mass M .
The electron and ion number densities are the same at the edge of the sheath which we
assume that it is located at x = 0. Taking into account the collisionless nature of the
sheath, the ions obey the energy conservation equation and the continuity equation.
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Following the derivation in [21], the ion energy conservation equation is given by
1
2
Mv2 =
1
2
Mv2s − eφ(x) , (2.1)
where vs is the velocity that the ions have at the sheath’s edge, x = 0, and e is the
electron charge. Also, we assume that the potential φs is zero at the sheath’s edge
and that φ(x) is the potential difference with respect to the sheath’s edge, see also
figure 2.1. We will refer to this quantity, φ(x), from now on as the potential. We
also assume that on the sheath’s edge the electron number density is equal to the ion
number density and is given by ns = nis = nes, where ns, nis and nes are the plasma,
ion and electron number densities at the sheath’s edge.
The ion continuity equation is given by
ni(x)v(x) = nsvs , (2.2)
where ni is the ion number density at x. Substituting equation 2.1 to equation 2.2
we can find the ion number density at x
ni = ns
(
1− 2eφ
Mv2s
)−1/2
. (2.3)
The electrons are assumed to have a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution and their
density is given by
ne = ns exp(
φ
Te
) , (2.4)
where all the temperatures are assumed to be in eV .
The next is to find an appropriate value for vs in order to be able to calculate
the wall’s floating potential. For this, we look into Poisson’s equation for the sheath
which is given by [21]
d2φ
dx2
=
e
0
(ne − ni) . (2.5)
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Figure 2.2: The sheath potential as a function of the normalized distance for a hydrogen
plasma. The normalized potential is in units of
kTe
e
and the distance is in units of the
electron Debye length at the sheath boundary λDes. The profile was calculated by the nu-
merical integration of equation 2.8 in Mathematica setting ψ(0) = −0.005. The integration
was stopped at the value of the wall floating potential, calculated using equation 2.15.
By substituting equations 2.3 and 2.4 in equation 2.5, and taking into consideration
that at the sheath edge the number densities are equal as we explained before we get
d2φ
dx2
=
ens
0
[
exp
φ
Te
−
(
1− φ
Es
)−1/2]
, (2.6)
where Es =
1
2
Mv2s
e
is the initial ion energy in eV. We now multiply both parts of the
above equation by dφ/dx
dφ
dx
d
dx
(
dφ
dx
)
=
ens
0
dφ
dx
[
exp
φ
Te
−
(
1− φ
Es
)−1/2]
, (2.7)
and integrating we have
1
2
(
dφ
dx
)2
=
ens
0
[
Te exp
φ
Te
− Te + 2Es
(
1− φ
Es
)1/2
− 2Es
]
, (2.8)
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where at the sheath’s edge the potential is assumed to be zero. The results of the
numerical integration of the above equation are presented in figures 2.2 and 2.3.
The numerical integration was carried out in Mathematica using an arbitrarily small
value of the normalized potential as an initial condition to recover schematically the
potential. At the sheath’s edge there is a finite electric field which was developed in
the presheath due to small ion-electron number density anisotropies. In the above
equation, the left-hand side (LHS) part is positive and so must be the right-hand side
(RHS) part of the equation in order to have a physical solution. We expand the RHS
of the above equation to second order Taylor series and we set it greater than zero.
So we get
1
2
φ2
Te
− 1
4
φ2
Es
≥ 0 . (2.9)
The above inequality is satisfied for Es ≥ Te/2 and by substituting Es = 1
2
M
e
v2s we
have
vs ≥ vBC =
(
eTe
M
)1/2
, (2.10)
where vBC is the Bohm speed for the case of cold ions.
This result is the Bohm sheath criterion and is referring to the region from the
wall up to the sheath edge. In order for collisionless sheath to be formed, there is
another condition derived for the region from the plasma up to the sheath’s edge,
the presheath, and this is the condition v < vBC [21] (page 169). So, to have both
conditions satisfied there is only one possible solution which is vs = vBC .
It is also important to note that using a kinetic approach, the Bohm criterion can
be generalized for ions of finite temperature and its form is given by the following
equation [41,62,63] ∫ ∞
0
f is(υ)dυ
υ2
≤ M
eTe
, (2.11)
where f is(υ) is the one dimensional ion velocity distribution at the sheath’s edge.
Using the result of cold ion Bohm speed we can calculate the floating potential
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Figure 2.3: The electron and ion number densities in the sheath region as a function of
distance for a hydrogen plasma. The distance is in units of the electron Debye length at
the sheath boundary λDes and the number density is in units of the number density at the
sheath’s edge ns. The profiles were calculated using the values of the potential in figure 2.2.
of the wall with respect to the sheath-presheath boundary, from the ion and electron
current balance on the wall. We have
Γi = nsvs = Γ
wall
i , (2.12)
Γe =
1
4
nwalle ve =
1
4
ns exp(
φ
Te
)v¯e , (2.13)
where Γi and Γe are the ion and electron fluxes, Γ
wall
i is the ion flux at the wall,
nwalle is the electron number density at the wall and v¯e =
√
8eTe
pim
is the average flow
electron velocity on the wall and m is the electron mass. So, from Γi = Γe we get
1
4
ns exp(
φ
Te
)v¯e = nsvB . (2.14)
From the above equation we can calculate the floating potential on the wall which
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Figure 2.4: The normalized wall floating potential ψw as a function of the ion mass number
A for the cold ion case.
is given by
ψw =
φw
Te
=
1
2
ln(2pi
m
M
) , (2.15)
where φw is wall’s floating potential and the ψw is its normalized value with respect to
electron temperature Te. For ions with different mass number A the above equation
can be written as
ψw =
φw
Te
=
1
2
ln(2pi
m
mpA
) , (2.16)
where mp is the proton mass. The value of the wall’s floating potential as a function
of the ion’s mass number A can be seen in figure 2.4.
In order to get a rough estimate of the potential drop in the presheath, we can
assume that the ions are moving freely and are accelerated to the Bohm speed by the
electric field in the presheath. In this case we have
1
2
Mv2BC = eφp , (2.17)
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where φp is the potential drop at sheath-presheath boundary with respect to the
plasma. We now substitute the Bohm speed from equation 2.10 and we find
φp =
Te
2
. (2.18)
Although the sheath case described here is not used directly it underpins much of the
work developed in Chapters 3 and 4 below. Furthermore, it is linked to the model
developed in Chapter 5.
2.2 Orbital Motion Limited Theory
The Orbital Motion Limited (OML) theory is the most widely used approach for
calculating the charge of a dust grain [42]. In order to understand how the dust grain
can be charged we need to calculate the electron and ion currents. Consider an ion
from infinity approaching a negatively charged dust grain. We assume for simplicity
that the dust grain is spherical. In figure 2.5, we see that an ion is approaching the
dust grain from infinity with velocity v∞ and it reaches and grazes the dust grain
with velocity vrd. In order to calculate the ion current we use conservation of energy
and angular momentum.
From the conservation of energy we have
E =
1
2
Mv2∞ =
1
2
Mv2 + eφ(r) =
1
2
Mv2rd + eφd , (2.19)
where M is the ion mass, e the electron charge, v is the ion’s speed, φ(r) the potential
at distance r, vrd the ion’s speed at the surface of the grain, radius rd, and φd the
potential on the surface of the grain. From the conservation of angular momentum
we have
J = Mv∞h , (2.20)
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Figure 2.5: A plasma particle from infinity approaches a spherical dust grain. [64].
where J is the angular momentum and distance h is called the impact parameter, see
figure 2.5. The contribution to the ion current from ions with velocity v [42] is given
from equation
dI = −ef(v)u(r)d3v , (2.21)
where u(r) is the radial velocity at any radius r > rd and f(v) is the velocity distri-
bution of the plasma particles.
Changing variables to energy and angular momentum [42], equation 2.21 can be
written as
dI = −ef(E) 2pi
M3r2d
JdJdE . (2.22)
We assume that the ion distribution in the plasma is Maxwellian so
fM(E) = n0(
M
2pikTi
)3/2 exp(
−E
kTi
) , (2.23)
where n0 is the density far from the dust grain and Ti is the ion temperature. Assum-
ing that the ions are the attracted plasma species and the electrons are the repulsed
one the calculation of the particle currents can take the following form.
Integrating equation 2.22 with respect to J from 0 to Jcrit and E from 0 to ∞,
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Figure 2.6: The normalized OML floating potential as a function of τ for hydrogen, argon
and caesium.
where Jcrit is the maximum angular momentum that a particle reaching the grain can
have and is given by Jcrit = Mv∞rd
√
1− 2eφd
Mv2∞
, we get
Ii = 4pir
2
den0
√
kTi
2piM
(1− eφd
kTi
) (2.24)
To obtain the electron current we repeat the same calculation, but in this case the
integral limits change accordingly. The integration limits for J remain the same
but the energy is integrated from a minimum value of E0 to infinity. This value of
E0 = eφd is the minimum energy that an electron has to have in order to overcome
the repulsive potential and reach the grain with zero velocity. The result is given by
the equation below
Ie = −4pir2den0
√
kTe
2pim
exp(
eφd
kTe
) . (2.25)
Using the ion and electron currents we can calculate the rate of change of the charge
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of the dust particle. This is given by
dqd
dt
= Ie + Ii . (2.26)
At steady state
dqd
dt
= 0 and we can calculate the floating potential of the grain by the
current balance Ie = −Ii. Using equations 2.24 and 2.25 and taking into consideration
the current balance the resulting equation takes the following form
exp(ψd) =
√
τµ
(
1− ψd
τ
)
, (2.27)
where ψd =
eφd
kTe
is the normalized surface potential, τ =
Ti
Te
is the ratio of ion to
electron temperature and µ =
m
M
is the ratio of the electron to the ion mass. The
detailed derivation of OML for a spherical dust grain is presented in Appendix A.
The derivation follows the paper by Kennedy-Allen [42] and it fills in the intermediate
steps. A numerical solution of equation 2.27 can be seen in figure 2.6, where the nor-
malized floating potential is plotted against τ for three different elements, hydrogen,
argon and caesium.
2.3 Shifted Orbital Motion Limited Theory
In many cases, the hypothesis to treat plasmas as stationary in order to calculate the
dust grains charge using the OML theory, is not sufficient. In these cases, we need to
take into account the effect of plasma flows in the dust grain’s charging process. One
example where this is particularly important is in dust crystal experiments where the
particles are electrostatically levitated above the lower electrode in the sheath of an
RF discharge [34]. Another example is the modeling of the behaviour of dust grain in
our solar system [50]. In these cases the basic OML theory can be extended to include
plasma flows. This theory is called Shifted Orbital Motion Limited (SOML) theory.
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SOML uses a shifted Maxwellian distribution and is based on the same principles
as OML, namely that plasma particles conserve energy and angular momentum in
their trajectory to the grain. This happens because the potential around the dust
particle in OML is spherically symmetric. However, this spherical symmetry breaks
down in the case of flows [44,65,66]. Despite that, numerical studies of the charging
of particles in flowing plasmas were in good agreement with SOML, especially for
particles smaller than the electron Debye length [65]. Following [50] the form of the
ion and electron current for the SOML theory are given by equations below. Assuming
that the ions are the attracted plasma species and the electrons are the repulsed one,
the ion current takes the following form
Ii = pir
2
deni
(
8kTi
piM
)1/2 [(
F1(χi)− F2(χi)ψd
τ
)]
, (2.28)
where χi =
(
Mv2d
2kTi
)1/2
and the expressions F1 and F2 are given by
F1(χ) =
1
4
√
pi(1 + 2χ2)
erf(χ)
χ
+
1
2
exp(−χ2) , (2.29)
F2(χ) =
1
2
√
pi
erf(χ)
χ
. (2.30)
Also, the electron current can be calculated by
Ie = −pir2dene
(
8kTe
pim
)1/2
(G1(χe) +G2(χe)ψd) , (2.31)
where χe =
(
mv2d
2kTe
)1/2
and the expressions G1 and G2 are given by
G1(χ) =
1
4
√
pi(1 + 2χ2)
erf
(
χ+
√−ψd
)
+ erf
(
χ−√−ψd
)
2χ
+
1
4
{
exp
[
−
(
χ−
√
−ψd
)2]
+ exp
[
−
(
χ+
√
−ψd
)2]}
, (2.32)
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Figure 2.7: The normalized SOML floating potential as a function of the normalized plasma
flow velocity for τ =10, 1, 0.1, 0.01, for hydrogen.
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0.01; and for hydrogen.
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Figure 2.9: The percentage difference between the SOML result and the floating potential
calculated using flowing ions (SOML) and stationary electrons (OML) as a function of the
normalized plasma flow velocity for τ =10, 1, 0.1, 0.01; and for hydrogen.
G2(χ) =
1
2
√
pi
erf
(
χ+
√−ψd
)
+ erf
(
χ−√−ψd
)
2χ
− 1
2
exp
[
− (χ−√−ψd)2]− exp [− (χ+√−ψd)2]
2χ
√−ψd
. (2.33)
Also, using τ and µ and normalizing the electron current using the ion thermal velocity
equations 2.28 and 2.31 can take the following form
Ii = pir
2
deni
(
8kTe
pim
)1/2 [√
τµ
(
F1(χi)− F2(χi)ψd
τ
)]
, (2.34)
Ie = −pir2dene
(
8kTe
pim
)1/2
(G1(
√
τµχi) +G2(
√
τµχi)ψd) . (2.35)
The SOML potential as a function of the plasma flow velocity for a hydrogen plasma
for different τ can be seen in figure 2.7. It can be seen that the stationary OML
results are a good approximation to the SOML for normalized drift velocities up to
one. In many cases in the literature as for example [44] the assumption of drifting
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ions and stationary electrons is used, the calculated floating potential following this
assumption can be seen in figure 2.8. We can observe that for very high plasma
velocities the dust grain becomes positively charged. This is due to the fact that
while the ion current increases, the electron current stays constant and therefore the
dust grain becomes positively charged. A comparison with the full SOML where both
ions and electrons are drifting can be seen in figure 2.9. We can see from figure 2.9
that for the case of τ = 0.01 and 0.1, the use of the SOML ion current with stationary
electrons, is a very good approximation compared to the full SOML. For the cases
where τ = 1 and 10, the difference is less than 10% when the plasma flow velocity is
less than 15vT i and 5vT i respectively. In general, we can say that assuming stationary
electrons and flowing ions in SOML is justified for cases where vd << vTe.
Chapter 3
Kinetic study of the
Source-Collector Sheath System in
a Drifting Plasma.
3.1 The Source-Collector Sheath System.
In many theoretical studies, it is assumed in order to simplify the problem that the
system is infinite. However in reality, most plasmas are bounded and we need to
include the physics of the plasma-wall interaction in order to be able to realistically
model the plasma system. For this reason, it is of great importance to take into
account the physics of plasma-wall interaction. Such studies are quite challenging
due to the non-linear nature of the associated physics [40].
In this Chapter we study one such system, the source-collector sheath system.
The source-collector sheath system describes the area between an infinite wall and
a Maxwellian source. In such a system, two distinct areas develop. The first is an
electron rich region near the Maxwellian source which is called source sheath and the
other is an ion rich area beside the wall which is called collector sheath, see figure
52
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Figure 3.1: A graphic representation of the source-collector sheath system.
3.1. In the next sections of this work we study this system both analytically and
numerically. The plasma is assumed to be collisionless and without ionization.
Such formations have been observed in plasma diodes where the plasma is pro-
duced by the ionization of neutral gas on a hot electrode [46–48] and it can also be
used to model the behaviour of a collisionless plasma flowing to a tokamak limiter
or divertor [45, 49]. Furthermore, the study of this system can be useful for giving
us a better insight of the physics of the charging of large dust grains in a flowing
plasma [43, 44], see also Chapter 5. In this Chapter, in order to model theoretically
the source-collector sheath system we use a truncated Maxwellian distribution for
both ions and electrons to describe a collisionless, ionization-free plasma. We study
both the stationary case and we also include plasma flows. We use a split Eulerian
Vlasov kinetic code, Yggdrasil [67], developed at Imperial College London in collab-
oration with the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (RAL). The choice of a kinetic
code is important as it is less prone to noise and can resolve better the shape of the
distribution functions [57]. This aspect is important in this work due to the non-
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Maxwellian nature of the distribution functions. Comparison between our theoretical
model and our simulation results is carried out.
In Section 3.2 we present our theoretical model both for varying drift velocities and
for different ion and electron temperatures. We also present an analytic study of the
limiting unshifted case where the drift velocity is zero. We also compare theoretical
results using the assumption of Boltzmann electrons with our theoretical model and
assess the quality of the Boltzmann approximation. In Section 3.3 we give a brief
description of our kinetic code, Yggdrasil, and we present our simulation results.
Last, we summarize our work in Section 3.4 presenting our conclusions.
3.2 Theoretical Model
We consider a 1-D plasma region on one side of which ions and electrons are entering
(source) while on the other side there is an absorbing wall (collector). The zero of
potential is set at the source, and the velocities for the theoretical model are defined
to be positive towards the collector. We use a truncated Maxwellian distribution for
both the ions and the electrons [45]. We first focus on what happens to the ions. The
ions are being accelerated towards the absorbing boundary, where every ion is actually
absorbed by the wall and none of them return to the source. For this reason, and
because the plasma is assumed collisionless and without ionisation, there are only ions
with velocity towards the wall between the source and collector planes. This is also
true for the plasma source where only ions moving towards the wall are considered.
So, at the source boundary the minimum velocity is zero. Because the ions move
into an accelerating potential, the minimum ion velocity increases as a function of
the local potential, thus giving rise to a truncated ion distribution function. The
situation is different for the electrons. The electrons are moving from the source to
the wall in a retarding potential, so most of them actually return to the source and
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very few reach the wall. Those electrons which do reach the wall are, however, lost.
Thus electrons with sufficiently high negative velocities are absent from the system,
and the electron distribution function is therefore truncated; compared with the use
of truncated distribution functions in the literature we modify the concept to include
a drift velocity, we follow what was done in [68] for the ions and extend it also for the
electron distribution. Due to the collisionless nature of the plasma we consider that
each part of the initial distribution function is accelerated freely in the potential so
E =
1
2
mv2o =
1
2
mv2 + eφ , (3.1)
where E is the total energy and the subscript “o” denotes quantities at the source
boundary. Solving for vo we have
vo =
√
v2 +
2eφ
m
, (3.2)
normalising the above expression, we get for ions and electrons respectively
voi = vBC
√
v′2 + 2ψ , (3.3)
voe = vBC
√
v′2 − 2ψ
µ
, (3.4)
where we use the electron temperature in eV to normalize the potential, ψ =
eφ
kTe
,
and the Bohm speed for cold ions, vBC , for normalizing the velocities, v
′
=
v
vBC
where
vBC =
√
kTe
M
. Furthermore, we denote as τ the ratio of the ion temperature over
the electron temperature, τ =
Ti
Te
, and we use µ for the ratio of the electron to ion
masses, µ =
m
M
where M is the ion mass and m is the electron mass. We can now
use equations 3.3 and 3.4 to express the distribution at a point with potential ψ with
respect to the parameters at the plasma boundary.
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The ion and electron distribution functions, fi and fe, take respectively the fol-
lowing form
fi = Ai exp
(
− 1
2τ
(
√
v′2 + 2ψ − v′d)2
)
×Θ
(
v
′ − V ′Mi(ψ)
)
, (3.5)
fe = Ae exp
(
−µ
2
(
√
v′2 − 2ψ
µ
− v′d)2
)
×Θ
(
v
′ − V ′Me(ψ)
)
, (3.6)
where Ai = Nsi
(
M
2piτkTe
)1/2
, Ae = Nse
(
m
2pikTe
)1/2
and Nsi and Nse are the ion and
electron densities of the full Maxwellian source. Finally, in the above distributions
functions Θ is the Heaviside step function and V
′
Mi and V
′
Me are the velocities where
the ion and electron distribution functions are respectively truncated, where V
′
Mi =√
−2ψ and V ′Me = −
√
2(ψ − ψc)
µ
and ψc is the potential of the absorbing wall with
respect to the plasma source.
At some point between the electron-rich source sheath and the ion-rich collector
sheath the plasma must be exactly neutral (ni = ne). We denote the normalized
potential at this point ψs. This point is located in a quasi-neutral plasma in which
the electric field is almost zero. We note that both ψc and ψs are negative, and that
the magnitude of the potential difference across the source sheath is |ψs| while that
across the collector sheath is |ψc − ψs|. The values of ψc and ψs are determined from
the conditions ni = ne where ψ = ψs and the Fi = Fe (where Fe and Fi are the ion
and electron one way particle fluxes) at the collector. We therefore use the following
moments
ni = vBC
∫ ∞
V
′
Mi
fi(v
′
)dv
′
, (3.7)
ne = vBC
∫ ∞
V
′
Me
fe(v
′
)dv
′
. (3.8)
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Figure 3.2: The theoretical value of the collector sheath normalized potential, ψc, as a
function of the normalized drift velocity for different values of τ .
The ion and electron one way particle fluxes are given by the expressions below
Fi = v
2
BC
∫ ∞
V
′
Mi
v
′
fi(v
′
)dv
′
, (3.9)
Fe = v
2
BC
∫ ∞
0
v
′
fe(v
′
)dv
′
. (3.10)
At this point, let us comment on the lower limits of the four integrals above. For the
number densities the lower limits are the velocities where the distribution functions
are truncated whereas for the one way particle fluxes it is zero or V
′
Mi in the case of
the ions, as V
′
Mi > 0.
We now need to solve the two equations below
ne(ψs, ψc) = ni(ψs) , (3.11)
Fi(ψc) = Fe(ψc) . (3.12)
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Figure 3.3: The theoretical value of the source sheath normalized potential, ψs, as a function
of the normalized drift velocity for different values of τ .
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Figure 3.4: The collector and source sheath normalized potential for different values of τ ,
in the case where the drift velocity is zero.
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of the normalized drift velocity, for τ = 1. The subscripts B and T refer to the results using
Boltzmann electrons and our theoretical model respectively.
We first find the potential difference between the plasma source and the absorbing
wall, ψc, by solving equation 3.12. We can then proceed to solve the quasi-neutrality
equation, 3.11, to determine the potential difference between the source and the
quasi-neutral region, ψs, see figures 3.2 and 3.3.
The integrals in the above equations can only be solved numerically. The only
case where this is possible analytically is the unshifted case where their solution is
detailed below. In the unshifted case the distribution functions for ions and electrons
take the following form
fi = Ai exp
(−ψ
τ
− 1
2τ
v
′2
)
×Θ
(
v
′ − V ′Mi(ψ)
)
, (3.13)
fe = Ae exp
(
ψ − µ
2
v
′2
)
×Θ
(
v
′ − V ′Me(ψ)
)
. (3.14)
The ion and electron densities are given by equations 3.7 and 3.8 as previously and
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the one way particle fluxes are also given by the equations 3.9 and 3.10. We now
calculate analytically the integrals in equations 3.7 and 3.8 using equations 3.13 and
3.14 and we get
ni =
√
2piτ
2
Ai vBC exp
(
−ψ
τ
)[
erf
(
−
√
2
2
V
′
Mi√
τ
)
+ 1
]
, (3.15)
ne =
√
2
2
√
pi
µ
Ae vBC exp (ψ)
[
erf
(
−
√
2
2
√
µV
′
Me
)
+ 1
]
, (3.16)
and by equating equations 3.15 and 3.16 we get the first of the two equations that we
need in order to calculate the potential.
For the case of τ << 1 we use an asymptotic expansion of first order approximation
for the error function. For x >> 1
erf(x) = 1− exp(−x
2)√
pi
(
x−1 − 1
2
x−3 + ...
)
, (3.17)
and using the aforementioned expansion equation 3.11 becomes
exp(ψs)
[
erf
(√
ψs − ψc
)
+ 1
]
=
√ −τ
piψs
. (3.18)
The ion and electron one way particle fluxes which are given by equations 3.9 and
3.10 with the use of equations 3.13 and 3.14 become
Fi = Ai τ v
2
BC exp
(
−2ψ + (V
′
Mi)
2
2τ
)
= Ai τ v
2
BC , (3.19)
Fe = Ae v
2
BC
exp(ψ)
µ
. (3.20)
From equation 3.12 and substituting equations 3.19 and 3.20, we can calculate the
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potential analytically and it is given by the equation below
ψc = ln(
√
τ µ) . (3.21)
It is worth mentioning that equation 3.21 can also be derived simply by equating the
one-way Maxwellian ion flux at the source with the one-way Maxwellian electron flux
at the collector, because the ion flux is constant across the whole region, and the
electron distribution function for positive velocities is everywhere Maxwellian. The
results of equations 3.18 and 3.21 are presented in figure 3.4.
In the last part of this section we compare our model with a model using a trun-
cated ion distribution and the commonly used approximation of Boltzmann electrons,
which in many cases simplifies the problems considered. Compared to our model in
this case the Boltzmann electron number density is used
ne = Nse exp(ψ) , (3.22)
while the one way electron flux is given by equation 3.20. Solving the equations again
and comparing the results with our model, see figure 3.5, we can see that Boltzmann
is in general a good approximation and especially for vd < vBC .
3.3 Simulation Results and Discussion
In this section we present the results of our simulations together with their comparison
with our theoretical model. But first, we give a brief description of the Yggdrasil code
and the simulation parameters that we have used.
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3.3.1 Yggdrasil
Yggdrasil [67] is an 1-D kinetic code developed at Imperial College London in collab-
oration with the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory. During its development, a number
of basic tests were carried out to ensure the code’s robustness. For example, in order
to check the advection scheme, the code was initialized by specifying an arbitrary
distribution function as an initial condition. After running the code, the resulting
output distribution function was close to a perfectly advected function f = f(x−ut).
This test was performed for both the spatial and momentum advection. Another test
that was carried out was regarding the integration of the electric field. The code was
initialized with a uniform neutral plasma and after running the code the electric field
remained close to zero throughout.
Our model describes a perfectly absorbing infinite wall (collector) interacting with
a collisionless plasma, without magnetic fields and without ionization. We consider
an 1-D computational domain with a plasma source on the right-hand side and the
absorbing wall on the left-hand side. The velocities are defined positive towards the
source. The evolution of the system is described kinetically by the Vlasov equation
which is solved for both ions and electrons
∂f
∂t
+ v · ∇f + a · ∇vf = 0 . (3.23)
The above equation is coupled through the zeroth moment of the distribution function
n =
∫ ∞
−∞
f(v)dv , (3.24)
with the Poisson’s equation
∇ · E = e(ni − ne)
0
, (3.25)
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from which we can calculate the electric field in the plasma.
In order to solve numerically the Vlasov equation we use an Eulerian splitting
method where the equation of interest is split into a sequence of simpler equations
which are solved in our kinetic code.
The boundary conditions are applied by specifying the distribution functions in
the ghost cells at both boundaries. In the case of the source we use the equations
below
fi = Ai exp
(
− 1
2τ
(v
′ − v′d)2
)
, (3.26)
fe = Ae exp
(
−µ
2
(v
′ − v′d)2
)
, (3.27)
where Ai and Ae, see equations 3.5 and 3.6, are set by the condition for quasi-
neutrality, Nsi = Nse. For the collector, in order to describe a non-emitting wall, we
set zero distribution functions in the ghost cells and we use the equations below
fi = 0 , (3.28)
fe = 0 . (3.29)
As for the initial conditions, the simulation space is initialized both for ions and
electrons using the distribution functions given in equations 3.26 and 3.27.
We run the code for hydrogen ions. For all the simulated cases, the boundary
conditions used are: ne = 1×1018m−3, ni = 1×1018m−3, kTe = 1.6×10−18 Joule,
which corresponds to a temperature of 10eV. There are 500 grid points in the x
direction and 100 in the velocity direction for the electrons as well as for the ions.
The dimensions of the grid cells in normal and momentum space, for electrons, are
dx = 2.5 × 10−6m and dpe = 2 × 10−25 kg ms−1 respectively, whereas, for the ions
dpi = 10
−23 kg ms−1 while dx remains the same. The value of dx was chosen to
be less than the Debye length in order to resolve features on the Debye scale. The
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Figure 3.6: Simulation results for the ion and electron number densities with respect to the
normalized distance for a range of drift velocities, for the case τ = 1.
simulation time step dt in our code is defined as the smallest value of the following
three constraints: 1) the advection CFL condition dt < dx/vmax, 2) the momentum
CFL condition dt < dp/(eE) and 3) dt < electron plasma period. The results of the
code are saved every dtsave = 3×10−9 sec. All our simulations reached a steady state
and this was done on average after 250 dtsave which corresponds to approximately 160
ion plasma periods. All throughout the simulations, after the system reached steady
state, no significant fluctuations of the plasma parameters have been observed.
For the chosen boundary conditions, the values of some plasma parameters are:
the electron Debye length λDe = 23 × 10−6m, the electron plasma frequency fpe =
9× 109Hz, the electron plasma period Tpe = 1/fpe = 1.1× 10−10sec, the ion plasma
frequency fpi = 2.1 × 108Hz, the ion plasma period Tpi = 1/fpi = 4.76 × 10−9sec
and the Bohm speed for cold ions is 3.1× 104m/sec.
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Figure 3.7: Theoretical (top) and simulated (bottom) ion distribution functions. From right
to left, the ion distribution used as a boundary condition at the source and the distribution
functions at the plasma, the middle of the system and the wall, for the case τ = 1 and
vd = 0. The theoretical distributions are plotted in the negative axis for easier comparison
with the simulated distributions.
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Figure 3.8: Theoretical (top) and simulated (bottom) electron distribution functions. From
top to bottom, the electron distribution used as a boundary condition at the source and the
distribution functions at the plasma, the middle of the system and the wall, for the case
τ = 1 and vd = 0. The theoretical distributions are plotted in the negative axis for easier
comparison with the simulated distributions.
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Figure 3.9: Simulation results for the normalized potential with respect to the normalized
distance for a range of drift velocities, for the case τ = 1.
3.3.2 Results and Discussion
We have simulated the behaviour of the source-collector sheath system for a range
of ion to electron temperature ratios, τ , and drift velocities, v
′
d . The outputs of the
Yggdrasil simulations include the electron and ion number densities, their distribution
functions, the electric field and the potential, see figures 3.6, 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9.
Looking at the representative spatial electron and ion number density profiles, see
figure 3.6 for τ = 1 and for drift velocities v
′
d = 0, 1, 3, we can see that in addition to
the source and collector sheaths there is also a quasi-neutral region. This develops
in cases where the spatial dimensions of the computational domain are larger than
the dimensions of the two sheaths. Increasing the dimensions of the computational
domain results in the increase of the width of the quasi-neutral region. Furthermore,
we can see that the dimensions of the collector sheath reduce as the drift velocity
increases. Also, a decrease both of its spatial dimension and its potential drop is
observed in the source sheath as a function of the drift velocity. This is because the
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role of the source sheath is to equate the flux of the ions from the source with the flux
of the electrons both from the source and the ones repelled from the collector, thus by
increasing the drift velocity at the source the flux of ions is increased compared with
the electron flux, reducing the need for an electron-rich source sheath to develop.
In figures 3.7 and 3.8 we present both the theoretical and simulated ion and elec-
tron distribution functions at the wall (which corresponds to the 1st computational
cell near the absorbing boundary), in the middle (which corresponds to the 250th
computational cell), at the plasma (which corresponds to the 500th computational
cell near the source plane) for the case where τ = 1 and the drift velocity is zero. We
also include the distribution used as a boundary condition for reference. By compar-
ing the corresponding plots, we can observe a similar behaviour in both the theoretical
and simulated distribution functions for both ions and electrons. More specifically the
simulated distributions exhibit a non-Maxwellian nature similar to the truncated na-
ture of our theoretically assumed distribution functions. This feature is more obvious
for the ion distribution functions and for the electrons near the wall. Furthermore,
the simulated distribution functions (for both electrons and ions) are broader than
the theoretical ones and this is due to numerical diffusion. Numerical diffusion can
be mitigated by using higher order advection schemes, but complete elimination is
not possible. One consequence of this is that the profile of the distributions tends to
become smoother around the truncation point. In the cases of non-zero drift veloci-
ties, the distribution functions for both electrons and ions follow a similar behaviour
to the ones presented in figures 3.7 and 3.8. We also present collective results for
the source and collector potentials, ψs and ψc, comparing the theoretical values with
the simulation results, see figures 3.10, 3.11 and 3.12 from which we can see that the
agreement between the two is very good.
It is well known that the ions in a collector sheath (adjacent to an absorbing wall)
must satisfy the Bohm criterion [40,69]. For cold ions this criterion simply takes the
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Figure 3.10: Simulation and theoretical results of the normalized collector and source sheath
potentials with respect to the normalized drift velocity, for the case τ = 1.
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Figure 3.11: Simulation and theoretical results of the normalized collector and source sheath
potentials with respect to the normalized drift velocity, for the case τ = 0.1.
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Figure 3.12: Simulation and theoretical results of the normalized collector and source sheath
potentials with respect to the normalized drift velocity, for the case τ = 0.01.
form v
′ ≥ 1 in our normalized units. For finite Ti the generalized Bohm criterion [70]
can be written as g ≤ 1, where the function g is defined by
g =
kTe
M
∫ ∞
0
fi(v)dv
v2
, (3.30)
where the electron temperature of the source boundary condition is used. Usually
ions are prepared to enter the sheath by being accelerated in a weak electrostatic field
in the quasi-neutral presheath, adjacent to the sheath. However, in our configuration
the ion preparation takes place in the source sheath. This point is illustrated in figure
3.13 which shows the functions v(x)
′
and g(x). We see that the points at which v
′
= 1
and g = 1 are located inside the source sheath and do not signify the start of the
collector sheath. This is because the truncated nature of the ion distribution function
makes the fulfilment of the generalised Bohm criterion easier than in the collisional
presheath with ionisation [40].
However, the conditions v
′ ≥ 1 and g ≤ 1 are well satisfied in the collector sheath.
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The value of the function g in the quasi-neutral region (where ni = ne) between the
source and collector sheaths together with v
′
s, the corresponding normalized average
flow velocity of the ion distribution, are given in figures 3.14, 3.15 and 3.16. Thus, in
contrast to the conventional quasi-neutral presheath, the quasi neutral region between
the source and collector sheaths is field-free as we see in figure 3.9. Taking into
consideration these results and the ones presented in the literature [45, 68, 71] it can
be said that the equality of the generalised Bohm criterion in its present form does
not play the same role in the source-collector sheath system as in the case with a
collisional presheath with ionisation [40].
As the ion drift velocity, vd is increased it becomes easier to satisfy the condition
g ≤ 1. Thus a smaller source sheath potential difference, |ψs|, is required. This is
illustrated in figures 3.10, 3.11 and 3.12, which indicate that for larger values of vd
the value of |ψs| goes asymptotically to zero. However, within our model a small
residual potential difference is always needed at the source, since the assumed source
distribution functions, see equations 3.26 and 3.27, are finite at v
′
= 0 and therefore
cannot satisfy the condition g = 1.
Last, figures 3.14, 3.15 and 3.16, highlight an interesting feature of the source-
collector sheath system. We have already noted that the source sheath prepares
ions for entry into the collector sheath by accelerating them in order to fulfill the
generalized Bohm criterion. In general, we see that in most of our cases (with one
exception, see figure 3.15), the ion distribution in the quasi-neutral region has a value
of g < 1. More specifically at low drift velocities and for small values of τ , the
normalized average flow velocity of the ions is much larger than 1. For instance, in
the case v
′
d = 0 and τ = 0.01, see figure 3.16, the ions are accelerated up to v
′ ≈ 2.8.
However, as v
′
d increases this effect diminishes. For values of v
′
d larger than one, in
all cases, the ion velocity in the quasi-neutral region is v
′ ≈ v′d.
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Figure 3.13: Simulation results of the normalized average ion flow velocity and the value of
g as a function of the normalized distance, for the case τ = 1 and v
′
d = 0.
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Figure 3.14: Simulation results of the normalized average ion flow velocity and the value of
g in the quasi-neutral region (where ni = ne) between the source and collector sheaths as a
function of the normalized drift velocity, for the case τ = 1.
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Figure 3.15: Simulation results of the normalized average ion flow velocity and the value of
g in the quasi-neutral region (where ni = ne) between the source and collector sheaths as a
function of the normalized drift velocity, for the case τ = 0.1.
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Figure 3.16: Simulation results of the normalized average ion flow velocity and the value of
g in the quasi-neutral region (where ni = ne) between the source and collector sheaths as a
function of the normalized drift velocity, for the case τ = 0.01.
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3.4 Conclusions
In this Chapter we examined the effect that shifted Maxwellian distributions at the
plasma source have on the characteristics of a source-collector sheath system. We first
examined the problem analytically for different drift velocities and a range of ion and
electrons temperatures. We used a version of the truncated distribution approach
for ions and electrons. This was modified to take into account shifted Maxwellian
distributions at the plasma source. We specifically focused on the unshifted case where
it is possible to examine to a certain extent the system analytically. Furthermore, we
examined how the assumption of Boltzmann electrons compares with our model and
we found that there was very good agreement especially for v
′
d < 1.
In the second part of this work, we used the kinetic Vlasov code Yggdrasil to study
the source-collector sheath system for a range of ion and electron temperatures and
for various drift velocities. We found that there was very good agreement between our
simulation results and our theoretical model. Finally, we examined the importance
of the generalized Bohm criterion in the source-collector sheath system. We found
that compared with the case of a collisional presheath with ionization the generalized
Bohm criterion in our case does not signify the start of the collector sheath.
Chapter 4
Electron Emission in the
Source-Collector Sheath System.
4.1 Introduction
In the previous Chapter, see also [1], we examined the effect that shifted Maxwellian
distributions at the plasma source have on the characteristics of a source-collector
sheath system. In this Chapter, we study the effect of electron emission, focusing
on thermionic emission, in the source-collector sheath system in non-flowing plasmas.
When a material is heated, there is an increased probability that an electron from
within its structure will have enough energy to leave the volume of the material. This
phenomenon is called thermionic emission. Thermionic emission plays a crucial role
for many plasma applications. For example in fusion devices it is an important part of
the plasma surface interaction physics of the plasma facing components (PFCs) [41].
Furthermore, thermionic emission is used for the production of electrons in many
laboratory experiments and in many industrial processes. When electron emission
is taken into account, the situation changes compared to the classical one. There
are now two different forms of the collector sheath, depending on the conditions, one
75
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where a potential well is formed and one without a potential well.
Because of its importance, the effect of electron emission has been studied ex-
tensively in the literature. This included both theoretical studies of the impact of
electron emission to the sheath, see for example [53–56, 70, 72–75, 75–81] and com-
putational ones mainly focusing on the use of particle-in-cell (PIC) codes, see for
example [53–56,78–80]. Some of these studies are of general theoretical interest with
applications to emissive probes, plasma diodes and Hall thrusters. Others are focused
on the impact of electron emission to the divertor plasma profiles in tokamak reactors.
In our work we study the phenomenon using our split Euleurian Vlasov kinetic code
Yggdrasil, presented in Chapter 3. The choice of a Vlasov kinetic code, as in Chapter
3, is important due to the non-Maxwellian nature of the distribution functions.
In section 4.2, we present our theoretical model both for different temperatures
for the ions, the electrons and the thermionic emitted electrons. Furthermore, we
vary the flux of the emitted electrons. We study three different cases: the case with
no potential well, the case where a potential well is formed and the critical case
that signifies the transition between the no well to the well case. In section 4.3, we
give a brief description of the modified version of our kinetic code, Yggdrasil, where
the absorbing boundary has been replaced by an electron emitting boundary and
we present our simulation results. A comparison between our theoretical model and
simulation results is also carried out. Finally, we summarize our work in section 4.4
presenting our conclusions.
4.2 Theoretical Model: The General Case
We consider an 1-D plasma region. On one side, we have a source of ions and electrons
(source) whereas on the other side we have an electron emitting wall (collector).
Depending on the flux of emitted electrons from the wall we have three distinct cases:
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the case with no potential well, the case where a potential well is formed and the
limiting case between the two which we will call the critical case. The emission of
electrons from the wall results in an increase to the electron number density; due to
this, the value of the wall’s electric field decreases. At the critical case, the value
of the electric field at the wall becomes zero. If we increase the flux of the emitted
electrons even further, the point where the value of the electric field is zero moves
away from the wall. This point, is the bottom of the potential well, termed also a
virtual cathode [56]. As in Chapter 3, see also [1], the zero of the potential is set
at the source and the velocities for the theoretical model are defined to be positive
towards the collector. We use a truncated Maxwellian distribution [45] for both ions
and electrons, both the ones coming from the plasma and the ones emitted from the
wall.
As in Chapter 3, we use the electron temperature to normalize the potential and
the Bohm speed for cold ions to normalize the velocities. We also use the symbol τ to
denote the ratio of the ion to electron temperature and the symbol µ for the ratio of
the electron to ion mass. Furthermore, we denote as ∆ the ratio of the thermionically
emitted electron temperature over the electron temperature, ∆ =
Tth
Te
, and we set
Ξ =
Nth
Nse
where Nth is the number density of the thermionically emitted electrons at
the wall and Nse is the electron number density at the plasma source.
So the ion and electron distribution functions, fi and fe take respectively the
following form
fi = Ai exp
(
− 1
2τ
(
v
′2 + 2ψ
))
×Θ
(
v
′ − V ′Mi(ψ)
)
, (4.1)
fe = Ae exp
(
−µ
2
(
v
′2 − 2ψ
µ
))
×Θ
(
v
′ − V ′Me(ψ)
)
, (4.2)
where as in Chapter 3, Ai = Nsi
(
M
2piτkTe
)1/2
, Ae = Nse
(
m
2pikTe
)1/2
and Nsi and
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Nse are the ion and electron densities of the full Maxwellian source. We also assume
that at the source boundary Nsi = Nse. An alternative approach, where the electric
field is assumed to be zero at the source boundary and Nsi 6= Nse (at the source
boundary) was presented in [53]. Finally, as in Chapter 3, in the above distribution
functions Θ is the Heaviside step function and V
′
Mi and V
′
Me are the velocities where
the ion and electron distribution functions are respectively truncated, see below.
As it has already been discussed, depending on its temperature, a conducting
surface emits electrons. The current of the thermionically emitted electrons is given
by the Richardson-Dushman equation
jth = A0T
2
th exp(−
eWf
kTth
) , (4.3)
where A0 is the Richardson constant, Tth is the temperature of the wall and Wf is the
material’s work function. The thermionic electrons are emitted from the surface with
a half-Maxwellian distribution function with temperature Tth and number density Nth
fth,wall = Nth
√
m
2pikTth
exp
(
− mv
2
2kTth
)
×Θ
(
−v′
)
, (4.4)
calculating the current of the above distribution and comparing it with the thermionic
current, Nth is given by
Nth = A0
(√
2pimTth
ke2
)
Tth exp(−eWf
kTth
) . (4.5)
The distribution of the thermionically emitted electrons is given by the following form
fth =
Ξ√
∆
Ae exp
(
− µ
2∆
(
v
′2 − 2 (ψ − ψc)
µ
))
×Θ
(
−v′ + V ′Mth (ψ)
)
, (4.6)
where V
′
Mth is the velocity where the thermionically emitted electron distribution
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function is truncated. The above distribution, given by equation 4.6, can be used
also to describe other electron emission mechanisms like secondary electron emission.
Depending on the values of ∆ and Ξ, the three cases: the case with no potential well,
the case where a potential well is formed and the critical case.
4.2.1 The case with no potential well
In the no well case we have the formation of a source sheath near the plasma boundary
and a collector sheath near the wall. Between the two we have the formation of a
quasi-neutral region. In this case, the ions are being accelerated towards the emitting
boundary and every ion is absorbed by the wall and none of them returns to the
source. For this reason, and because the plasma is assumed collisionless and without
ionization, there are only ions with velocity towards the wall between the source and
the collector planes. This is also true for the plasma source where only ions moving
towards the wall are considered. Hence, at the source boundary the minimum velocity
is zero. Because the ions move into an accelerating potential, the minimum ion
velocity increases as a function of the local potential, thus giving rise to a truncated
ion distribution function. The electrons from the plasma on the other hand, are
moving from the source to the wall in a retarding potential, so most of them return to
the source and very few reach the wall. The electrons that reach the wall are however
lost. Thus electrons with sufficiently high negative velocities are absent from the
system, and the electron distribution function is therefore truncated. The situation
is different for the electrons that are emitted from the wall. These have a velocity
towards the plasma and, like the ions, are moving into an accelerating potential from
the wall to the plasma so all of them reach the source plane and none return to the
wall. Similarly to the ions, their minimum velocity increases as a function of the local
potential and this gives rise to the truncated nature of their distribution.
In this case the cut-off velocities which vary with position and are functions of the
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local potential are given by
V
′
Mi =
√
−2ψ , (4.7)
V
′
Me = −
√
2(ψ − ψc)
µ
, (4.8)
V
′
Mth = −
√
2(ψ − ψc)
µ
. (4.9)
At some point between the electron-rich source sheath and the ion-rich collector
sheath the plasma must be exactly neutral (ni = ne). We denote the normalized
potential at this point as ψs. This point is located in a quasi-neutral plasma in
which the electric field is zero. We note that both the normalized wall potential, ψc
, and ψs are negative, and that the magnitude of the potential difference across the
source sheath is |ψs| while that across the collector sheath is |ψc − ψs|. Their values
are determined from the neutrality condition, ni = ne, at the quasi-neutral region
and the particle flux balance, Fi = Fe + Fth, at the collector. We therefore use the
following moments
ni(ψ) = vBC
∫ ∞
V
′
Mi
fi(v
′
)dv
′
, (4.10)
ni(ψ) =
√
2piτ
2
Ai vBC exp
(
−ψ
τ
)[
1 + erf
(
−
√−ψ√
τ
)]
, (4.11)
ne(ψ) = vBC
∫ ∞
V
′
Me
fe(v
′
)dv
′
, (4.12)
ne(ψ) =
√
2
2
√
pi
µ
Ae vBC exp (ψ)
[
1 + erf
(√
ψ − ψc
)]
, (4.13)
nth(ψ) = vBC
∫ V ′th
−∞
fth(v
′
)dv
′
, (4.14)
nth(ψ) =
√
2
2
√
pi
µ
Ae Ξ vBC exp
(
ψ − ψc
∆
)[
1− erf
(√
ψ − ψc
∆
)]
. (4.15)
The ion, electron and thermionically emitted electron particle fluxes are given by the
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expressions below
Fi(ψ) = v
2
BC
∫ ∞
V
′
Mi
v
′
fi(v
′
)dv
′
, (4.16)
Fi(ψ) = Aiτv
2
BC , (4.17)
Fe(ψ) = v
2
BC
∫ ∞
0
v
′
fe(v
′
)dv
′
, (4.18)
Fe(ψ) = Aev
2
BC
expψ
µ
, (4.19)
Fth(ψ) = v
2
BC
∫ V ′Mth
−∞
v
′
fth(v
′
)dv
′
, (4.20)
Fth(ψ) = −Aev2BC
Ξ
√
∆
µ
. (4.21)
We now need to solve the two equations below
ne(ψs) + nth(ψs) = ni(ψs) , (4.22)
Fi(ψc) = Fe(ψc) + Fth(ψc) . (4.23)
We first need to find the potential difference between the plasma source and the
collector, ψc. By solving analytically equation 4.23 we have
ψc = ln
(√
τµ+ Ξ
√
∆
)
. (4.24)
We can then proceed to solve the quasi-neutrality equation 4.22, to determine the
potential difference between the source and the quasi-neutral region, ψs.
4.2.2 The case with potential well
In this case we have the formation of a potential well and the area between the source
and the collector can be divided in two distinct regions, see figure 4.1; the first is
from the plasma source to the potential well (region A) and the second from the
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Figure 4.1: A graphic representation of the potential well depicting the two regions A and
B as well as the source potential, ψs, the collector potential, ψc, at the wall and the well
potential, ψw.
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Figure 4.2: The theoretical values of the source, collector and well normalized potentials as
a function of Ξ, for ∆=0.5 and τ=1.
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Figure 4.3: The theoretical values of the source, collector and well normalized potentials as
a function of ∆, for Ξ=0.3 and τ=1.
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Figure 4.4: The theoretical values of the source, collector and well normalized potentials as
a function of τ , for Ξ=0.3 and ∆=0.5.
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potential well to the collector (region B). In region A, the situation is similar to the
no well case. In region B, the ions are moving into a retarding potential, whereas
the plasma electrons are moving into an accelerating potential. The thermionically
emitted electrons move into a retarding potential between the wall and the minimum
of the potential well and a fraction of them returns to the wall.
In this case the cut-off velocities are given by
V
′
Mi =

√−2ψ, ψ < 0
−√2ψ, ψ ≥ 0
(4.25)
V
′
Me =

−
√
2(ψ−ψw)
µ
, regionA√
2(ψ−ψw)
µ
, regionB
(4.26)
V
′
Mth =

−
√
2(ψ−ψw)
µ
, regionA√
2(ψ−ψw)
µ
, regionB
(4.27)
We now need to determine the normalized potential of the quasi-neutral region, ψs,
the normalized potential of the collector, ψc, and the normalized potential of the
minimum of the potential well, ψw. To do this we can use as before the quasi-
neutrality condition and the particle flux balance. For these we need to calculate the
following moments
ni(ψ) = vBC
∫ ∞
V
′
Mi
fi(v
′
)dv
′
, (4.28)
ni(ψ) =

√
2piτ
2
Ai vBC exp
(−ψ
τ
) [
1 + erf
(
−
√−ψ√
τ
)]
, ψ < 0
√
2piτ
2
Ai vBC exp
(−ψ
τ
) [
1 + erf
(√
ψ√
τ
)]
, ψ ≥ 0
(4.29)
ne(ψ) = vBC
∫ ∞
V
′
Me
fe(v
′
)dv
′
, (4.30)
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ne(ψ) =

√
2
2
√
pi
µ
Ae vBC exp (ψ)
[
1 + erf
(√
ψ − ψw
)]
, regionA
√
2
2
√
pi
µ
Ae vBC exp (ψ)
[
1− erf (√ψ − ψw)] , regionB (4.31)
nth(ψ) = vBC
∫ V ′th
−∞
fth(v
′
)dv
′
, (4.32)
nth(ψ) =

√
2
2
√
pi
µ
Ae Ξ vBC exp
(
ψ−ψc
∆
) [
1− erf
(√
ψ−ψw
∆
)]
, regionA
√
2
2
√
pi
µ
Ae Ξ vBC exp
(
ψ−ψc
∆
) [
1 + erf
(√
ψ−ψw
∆
)]
, regionB
(4.33)
The ion and electron one-way particle fluxes are given by the expressions below
Fi(ψ) =

v2BC
∫∞
V
′
Mi
v
′
fi(v
′
)dv
′
, ψ < 0
v2BC
∫∞
0
v
′
fi(v
′
)dv
′
, ψ ≥ 0
(4.34)
Fi(ψ) =

Aiτv
2
BC , ψ < 0
Aiτv
2
BC exp
(−ψ
τ
)
, ψ ≥ 0
(4.35)
Fe(ψ) =

v2BC
∫∞
0
v
′
fe(v
′
)dv
′
, regionA
v2BC
∫∞
V
′
Me
v
′
fe(v
′
)dv
′
, regionB
(4.36)
Fe(ψ) =

Aev
2
BC
expψ
µ
, regionA
Aev
2
BC
expψw
µ
, regionB
(4.37)
In the case of the thermionically emitted electrons when a potential well is formed
we are interested in both the electrons that are emitted from the wall and also for
the part of these electrons which return to the wall, due to the fact that they are
launched in a retarding potential. So the one-way fluxes for each case are: Fth,1 is
the flux of the electrons emitted from the wall (in region B), Fth,2 is the flux of the
emitted electrons that return to the wall (in region B), and Fth,3 is the the flux of the
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emitted electrons (in region A). These three one-way fluxes are given by the equations
below
Fth,1(ψ) = v
2
BC
∫ 0
−∞
v
′
fth(v
′
)dv
′
, (4.38)
Fth,1(ψ) = −Aev2BC
Ξ
√
∆
µ
exp
(
ψ − ψc
∆
)
, (4.39)
Fth,2(ψ) = v
2
BC
∫ V ′Mth
0
v
′
fth(v
′
)dv
′
, (4.40)
Fth,2(ψ) = Aev
2
BC
Ξ
√
∆
µ
(
exp
(
ψ − ψc
∆
)
− exp
(
ψw − ψc
∆
))
, (4.41)
Fth,3(ψ) = v
2
BC
∫ V ′Mth
−∞
v
′
fth(v
′
)dv
′
, (4.42)
Fth,3(ψ) = −Aev2BC
Ξ
√
∆
µ
exp
(
ψw − ψc
∆
)
. (4.43)
However, we also need a third condition. In order to find a third equation we take
advantage of the fact that the value of the electric field is zero both at the quasi-
neutral region and at the potential well. This is because the bottom of the potential
well is a minimum for the function of the potential, so
dψ
dx
= 0 = −Ex. For this
reason the integral of Poisson’s equation gives
∫ ψs
ψw
(ni − ne − nth) dψ = 0 . (4.44)
This is equivalent to the sum of the integrals over potential of the number densities
from ψw to ψs. We now need to define the integrals of the number densities between
ψw and ψs.
Ci =
∫ ψs
ψw
nidψ , (4.45)
Ci = −
√
2pi
2
AivBCτ
3/2
[
Π1
(√
−ψs
τ
)
− Π1
(√
−ψw
τ
)]
, (4.46)
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where
Π1 (x) = exp
(
x2
)− exp (x2) erf (x) + 2√
pi
x , (4.47)
Ce =
∫ ψs
ψw
nedψ , (4.48)
Ce = −
√
2pi
2
AevBC√
µ
exp (ψw)
[
1− Π2
(√
ψs − ψw
)]
, (4.49)
where
Π2 (x) = exp
(
x2
)
+ exp
(
x2
)
erf (x)− 2√
pi
x , (4.50)
Cth =
∫ ψs
ψw
nthdψ , (4.51)
Cth = −
√
2pi
2
AevBCΞ∆√
µ
exp (ψw)
[
1− Π1
(√
ψs − ψw
∆
)]
. (4.52)
We now need to solve the three equations below
ne(ψs) + nth(ψs) = ni(ψs) , (4.53)
Fi(ψc) = Fe(ψc) + Fth,1(ψc) + Fth,2(ψc) , (4.54)
Ci = Ce + Cth , (4.55)
and from these we determine the value of the three potentials.
4.2.3 The critical case
The critical case is the limiting case between the no well and well cases. In the critical
case we do not have the formation of a potential well and the plasma profile and the
corresponding equations are the same as in the no well case. However, the E = 0
condition still applies but it applies at the collector. For this reason we can still use
the equations employed at the no well case to find ψc and ψs but we can also use the
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third condition of the well case, see equation 4.55, to determine the critical value of
Ξ or ∆ or τ where this transition takes place.
The integrals of the number densities needed for applying the third condition in
this case are given by
Ci =
∫ ψs
ψc
nidψ , (4.56)
Ci = −
√
2pi
2
AivBCτ
3/2
[
Π1
(√
−ψs
τ
)
− Π1
(√
−ψc
τ
)]
, (4.57)
Ce =
∫ ψs
ψc
nedψ , (4.58)
Ce = −
√
2pi
2
AevBC√
µ
exp (ψc)
[
1− Π2
(√
ψs − ψc
)]
, (4.59)
Cth =
∫ ψs
ψc
nthdψ , (4.60)
Cth = −
√
2pi
2
AevBCΞ∆√
µ
exp (ψc)
[
1− Π1
(√
ψs − ψc
∆
)]
, (4.61)
where Π1 and Π2 are given by equations 4.47 and 4.50.
Summarizing, the potential at the collector, ψc, can be found using the analytical
expression of equation 4.24. The potential of the quasi-neutral region, ψs, can then be
found by solving the quasi-neutrality condition, see equation 4.22. Finally, by solving
equation 4.55 we can calculate the critical value of one of the three parameters of our
parameter space, Ξ, ∆ or τ , keeping the other two constant.
4.3 Simulation Results and Discussion
In this section we present the results of our simulations together with their comparison
with our theoretical model. The simulation were carried out using our kinetic code
Yggdrasil described in Chapter 3. We used our code to model an electron emitting
wall (collector) interacting with a collisionless plasma without magnetic fields and
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without ionization.
As before, the boundary conditions are applied by specifying the distribution
functions in the ghost cells at both boundaries. In the case of the source we use the
equations below
fi = Ai exp
(
− 1
2τ
v
′2
)
, (4.62)
fe = Ae exp
(
−µ
2
v
′2
)
, (4.63)
where Ai and Ae are set by the condition for neutrality, Nsi = Nse, while at the col-
lector in order to simulate the electron emitting wall boundary we use the conditions
below
fi = 0, (4.64)
fe = fth,BC =
Ξ√
∆
Ae exp
(
− µ
2∆
v
′2
)
. (4.65)
As for the initial conditions, the simulation space is initialized for both the ions
and the electrons using the distribution functions given in equations 4.62 and 4.63.
In this case, we run the code for hydrogen ions. For all the simulated cases
presented in Chapter 4, the boundary conditions used are: ne = 1 × 1018m−3,
ni = 1× 1018m−3, kTe = 1.6× 10−18 Joule, which corresponds to a temperature of
10eV. There are 500 grid points in the x direction and 100 in the velocity direction for
the electrons as well as for the ions. The dimensions of the grid cells in normal and
momentum space, for electrons, are dx = 2.5× 10−6m and dpe = 2× 10−25 kg ms−1
respectively, whereas, for the ions dpi=10
−23 kg ms−1 while dx remains the same.
The simulation time defined as before, see Chapter 3. All our simulations reached
a steady state and this was done on average after 250 dtsave which corresponds to
approximately 160 ion plasma periods. All through out the simulations, after the
system reached steady state, no significant fluctuations of the plasma parameters
have been observed. For the chosen boundary conditions the values of some plasma
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Figure 4.5: Simulation results for the ion and electron number densities with respect to
the normalized distance, for the no-well case, for Ξ=0.1, ∆=0.5 and τ=1, and for the
corresponding case without electron emission.
parameters are: the electron Debye length λDe = 23 × 10−6m, the electron plasma
frequency fpe = 9× 109Hz, the electron plasma period Tpe = 1/fpe = 1.1× 10−10sec,
the ion plasma frequency fpi = 2.1 × 108Hz, the ion plasma period Tpi = 1/fpi =
4.76× 10−9sec and the Bohm speed for cold ions is 3.1× 104m/sec.
4.3.1 Results and Discussion
We simulated the behaviour of the source-collector sheath system for an electron
emitting wall, for a range of Ξ, ∆ and τ . The outputs of Yggdrasil simulations include
the electron and ion number densities, their distribution functions, the electric field
and the potential. Looking at the representative spatial electron and ion number
density profiles for the case with no potential well, see figure 4.5, for Ξ = 0.1, ∆ = 0.5
and τ = 1, we can see that they are similar to the ones without electron emission.
Their difference is mainly focused in the collector sheath, where we have an increase
of both ni and ne compared to the ones without electron emission.
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Figure 4.6: Simulation results for the normalized potential with respect to the normalized
distance, for the no-well case, for Ξ=0.1, ∆=0.5 and τ=1, and for the corresponding case
without electron emission.
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Figure 4.7: Simulation results for the ion and electron number densities with respect to the
normalized distance, for the well case, for Ξ=0.25, ∆=0.5 and τ=1, and for the correspond-
ing case without electron emission.
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Figure 4.8: Simulation results for the normalized potential with respect to the normalized
distance, for the well case, for Ξ=0.25, ∆=0.5 and τ=1, and for the corresponding case
without electron emission. The sub plot is focusing on the behaviour of the potential in the
area where the potential well is formed.
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Figure 4.9: Simulation results for the electric field with respect to the normalized distance
for the well case, for Ξ=0.25, ∆=0.5 and τ=1. The sub plot is focusing on the behaviour
of the electric field in the area where the potential well is formed.
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However, in the quasi neutral region as well as in the source sheath the values
of ne and ni coincide with the ones without electron emission. These characteristics
are also reflected in figure 4.6 where comparing the spatial profile of the potential in
the cases with and without electron emission, the only difference lies in the collector
sheath. In the case where a potential well is formed, see figures 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9, for
Ξ = 0.25, ∆ = 0.5 and τ = 1, the profiles exhibit a behaviour similar to the non-
emitting case, for the source sheath and quasi neutral region. However, the situation
is different for the collector sheath. In figure 4.7, we see that the value of ni in the
electron emitting case does not vary significantly compared to its value in the quasi
neutral region whereas ne increases due to the electrons which are emitted from the
wall.
In figures 4.10, 4.11, 4.12 and 4.13, we present both the theoretical and simulated
ion and electron distribution functions for the two cases, the no-well case and the
case where a potential well is formed. The ion and electron distribution functions
are presented at the wall (which corresponds to the first computation cell near the
collector), at the well (where applicable), in the middle (which corresponds to the
250th computational cell) and at the plasma (which corresponds to the 500th com-
putational cell near the source plane). We also include the distributions used at the
relevant boundaries. By comparing the corresponding plots, we can observe that for
all cases we have a similar behaviour between the theoretical and simulated distribu-
tion functions. Furthermore, the simulated distribution functions for both ions and
electrons, are broader compared to the theoretical ones and this is due to numeri-
cal diffusion. This was also observed in the simulated distribution functions without
thermionic emission, see Chapter 3. One consequence of this is that the profile of the
distributions tends to become smoother around the truncation point.
We also present collective results for the source, collector and well (where appli-
cable) potentials, ψs, ψc and ψw comparing the theoretical values with the simulation
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Figure 4.10: Theoretical (top) simulated (bottom) ion distribution functions for the no-well
case. For both cases, from right to left, the ion distribution used as a boundary condition
at the source, and the distribution functions at the plasma, the middle of the system and
the wall. The theoretical distributions are plotted in the negative axis for easier comparison
with the simulated ones.
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Figure 4.11: Theoretical (top) simulated (bottom) electron distribution functions for the no-
well case. For the theoretical one, from top to bottom (solid lines), the electron distribution
used as a boundary at the plasma (source) and the distribution functions at the plasma, the
middle of the system and the wall; the dashed line is the distribution used as a boundary at
the wall (collector). The emitted electrons, from left to right (dotted lines), the distribution
at the wall, the middle of the system and the plasma. For the simulated one, from top to
bottom (solid lines), the electron distribution used as a boundary at the plasma (source)
and the distribution functions at the plasma, the middle of the system and the wall; the
dashed line is the distribution used as a boundary at the wall (collector). The theoretical
distributions are plotted in the negative axis for easier comparison with the simulated ones.
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Figure 4.12: Theoretical (top) simulated (bottom) ion distribution functions for the well
case. For both cases, from right to left, the ion distribution used as a boundary condition
at the plasma (source), and the distribution functions at the plasma, the wall, the middle
of the system and the well. The theoretical distributions are plotted in the negative axis
for easier comparison with the simulated ones.
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Figure 4.13: Theoretical (top) simulated (bottom) electron distribution functions for the
well case. For the theoretical one, from top to bottom (solid lines), the electron distribution
used as a boundary at the plasma (source) and the distribution functions at the plasma,
the wall, the middle of the system and the well; the dashed line is the distribution used as
a boundary at the wall (collector). From right to left (dotted lines): the emitted electron
distribution at the plasma, at the middle of the system, at the well and at the wall. For the
simulated one, from top to bottom (solid lines), the distribution function used as a boundary
at the plasma (source) and the distribution functions at the plasma, at the wall and at the
middle of the system; the dashed line is the distribution function used as a boundary
condition at the wall (collector) and the dotted line is the distribution function at the well.
The theoretical distributions are plotted in the negative axis for easier comparison with the
simulated ones.
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Figure 4.14: Simulation, denoted as Exp, and theoretical, denoted as Theory, results of the
normalized source, collector and well potentials with respect to Ξ, for ∆=0.5 and τ=1.
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Figure 4.15: Simulation, denoted as Exp, and theoretical, denoted as Theory, results of the
normalized source, collector and well potentials with respect to ∆, for Ξ=0.3 and τ=1.
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Figure 4.16: Simulation, denoted as Exp, and theoretical, denoted as Theory, results of the
normalized source, collector and well potentials with respect to τ , for ∆=0.5 and Ξ=0.3.
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Figure 4.17: Simulation results of the normalized average ion flow velocity and the value
of g as a function of the normalized distance, for the cases ∆ = 0.5, τ = 1, and for
Ξ = 0− 0.1− 0.25.
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results, see figures 4.14, 4.15 and 4.16, from which we see that the agreement between
the two is very good. It can be seen that increasing Ξ we have the formation of the
potential well. Furthermore, in the well case ψw and ψs are not functions of Ξ. In the
cases where we vary ∆, we have the formation of the potential well when we increase
∆.
For the no well case, with increasing ∆, ψc increases whereas ψs decreases. In the
well case, by increasing ∆, we have a corresponding increase in ψc and ψw, whereas ψc
appears to be nearly constant and exhibits a small increase. Finally, when we vary τ ,
by increasing its value we have the transition from the well case to the no-well case,
whereas all the corresponding potentials increase for both the no well and well cases.
As in Chapter 3, we compare the spatial behaviour of the normalized ion flow
velocity v
′
and the value of function g found in the generalized Bohm criterion, see
equation 3.30 [41], for the cases with Ξ = 0.25, Ξ = 0.1 and the case with no
thermionic emission (Ξ = 0) for ∆ = 0.5 (applicable in the thermionic emission
cases) and τ = 1, see figure 4.17. As it can be seen from figure 4.17, the main
difference is again focused in the area of the collector sheath whereas in the quasi
neutral region and the source sheath the difference is small. This is consistent with
the spatial profiles of number densities and electric field presented in figures 4.5, 4.6,
4.7 and 4.8. In the case where Ξ = 0.25, a further difference (in the g function
plot) is also observed in the quasi neutral region which is due to the effect that the
potential well has on the shape of the ion distribution function. This effect is small
and does not effect the corresponding calculated flow velocity, as observed in figure
4.17. Furthermore, as it was also seen in Chapter 3 and in [1], the generalized Bohm
criterion is satisfied within the source-sheath and the condition g = 1 does not signify
the transition to the collector sheath.
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4.4 Conclusions
In this Chapter we examined the effect that electron emission had on the charac-
teristics of the source-collector sheath system. It was found that depending on the
conditions, electron emission leads to the formation of two different forms of collector
sheath, one with potential well and one without. We first examined the problem
analytically, for a range of different conditions varying Ξ, ∆ and τ . We used a version
of the truncated distribution approach for ions and electrons. In the second part
of this work, we used the kinetic Vlasov code Yggdrasil modified for electron emis-
sion. We simulated the source-collector sheath system for a range of ion and electron
temperatures and for various electron emission characteristics. We found that there
was a very good agreement between the simulation results and our theoretical model.
Finally, we examined the behaviour of the generalized Bohm criterion and the value
of the ion flow velocity in our simulation results. We compared the case with various
electron emission characteristics and we found that the impact of electron emission
on the ion flow profiles and the generalized Bohm criterion was mainly focused on
the collector sheath.
Chapter 5
Charging of Large Dust Grains and
the Source-Collector Sheath
System.
As we mentioned in Chapter 2, the Orbital Motion Limited (OML) approach is the
most widely used theory for determining the potential of a dust grain immersed in
a plasma. However, OML has its limitations [82]. Addressing these limitations,
alternative approaches have been proposed in the literature; one such example is the
Orbital Motion (OM) theory [42]. The OM theory gives more accurate results for a
wider range of dust grain sizes but lacks the simplicity that OML theory has. An effort
to combine both the simplicity of OML and also resolve some of its limitations has
been presented in the literature in the form of the Modified Orbital Motion Limited
(MOML) theory [44].
In this Chapter, we present the limitations of the OML theory together with a
brief description of the OM theory. Furthermore, the MOML theory is presented from
the literature along with the shortcomings of the current model [44]. We introduce
a modified version of MOML theory incorporating the theoretical model developed
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for the source-collector sheath system in Chapter 3 focusing on its application on the
study of the charging of large dust grains. Also presented is how different plasma
conditions affect the characteristics of the source-collector sheath and what their
impact is on the MOML results. This contributes to further insight of the physics of
the charging of large dust grains.
5.1 Limitations of OML and the OM Theory.
As was previously discussed in Chapter 2, the OML theory relies on two conditions.
The first is the conservation of energy and the second is the conservation of angular
momentum for the particles that reach the dust grain and ultimately contribute to
its charging. However, there are cases when these two conditions are necessary but
not sufficient to ensure that the plasma particles under consideration reach the dust
grain. This is due to the fact that for the attracted plasma particles their effective
potential energy, which is given by equation 5.1, can have a maximum. The effective
potential energy is given by [82]
Ueff (r) = U(r) +
J2
2Mr2
, (5.1)
where U(r) is the potential energy,
J2
2Mr2
is the kinetic energy associated with the
tangential component of the velocity, J is the angular momentum and r is the radial
distance from the centre of the grain.
This means that particles which satisfy the OML conditions, but have angular
momentum less than the critical value corresponding to the maximum of the effective
potential energy, will be reflected and never reach the dust grain. This is closely
associated with the concept of absorption radii. According to Kennedy et al. 2003
[42], an absorption radius is defined as: the absorption radius rA(E) is the smallest
radius an ion with energy E can reach without striking the probe, where such a
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radius exists. Taking into consideration the definition of the absorption radius, OML
can only be valid if the plasma particles which satisfy the OML conditions have an
absorption radius equal to the radius of the dust grain. However, in order for this to
happen,the effective potential energy must be a monotonic function thus having no
maximum. This happens only if the potential around the dust grain decreases always
more slowly than 1/r2 [82], leading to an implicit assumption that OML is valid if
and only if [42,44,83]
Φ(r)
Φd
>
r2d
r2
, (5.2)
where Φd is the potential on the grain’s surface and rd is the radius of the grain.
In [82], it was shown that OML is not internally consistent with the above implicit
condition. Assuming a Maxwellian distribution for the plasma species, their number
densities can be calculated taking into account the OML conditions [84, 85]. Using
the Poisson equation along with the calculated number densities, it was found that
the condition for the validity of OML, see equation 5.2, is violated and can only hold
for Ti >> Te [82].
Another shortcoming of OML lies in the fact that it does not take into account the
effect of trapped particles which can be important for small dust grains [86]. Trapped
particles play an important role when the dust grains are immersed in a collisional
plasma. It was found that in this case the ion current to the dust grain increases due
to the effect of trapped particles near the grain [86].
A theory that does not have the limitations of OML, especially as far as the
absorption radii is concerned is the Orbital Motion (OM) theory [42, 84, 85, 87]. The
OM theory not only calculates the distribution of ion trajectories but also uses the
Poisson equation to calculate the potential distribution around the dust grain and to
compute its charge. In the OM theory the floating potential is not only a function of
τ and µ, like in OML, but also of the grain’s radius. The OM results for the floating
potential of a dust grain in a hydrogen plasma as a function of dust grain radius can
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Figure 5.1: The OM and OML floating potential for τ = 0.01, 0.1, 1 as a function of the
normalized dust grain potential, for hydrogen. The OM plots have been reproduced from
the numerical results presented in Kennedy 2001 [88], Table 4, Appendix II.
be seen in figure 5.1 [42].
For dust grains with radius smaller than the electron Debye length, it can be
shown that the difference between the OML and OM results become very small [42].
However, for a dust grain with radius larger than the electron Debye length the
difference between the results obtained from the two theories becomes significant.
This difference is inversely proportional to the temperature ratio τ . Despite the fact
that OM is more accurate than OML, its use is not so widespread and this is due to
its complexity compared to the OML theory.
5.2 The Modified Orbital Motion Limited Theory.
As it was mentioned in the previous section the OML theory is a very good approx-
imation when it comes to calculate the floating potential of small dust grains with
radius smaller than the electron Debye length. However, for large dust grains OML
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fails to give accurate results. An attempt to address this was presented in the lit-
erature by Willis et al 2012 [44], introducing the Modified Orbital Motion Limited
(MOML) theory. MOML addresses the question of what is the floating potential of
dust grains which are much larger than the electron Debye length, where rd >> λDe.
In this case, the dust grain develops a sheath around its surface; the dimensions of
the sheath are of the order of the electron Debye length, so its width is much smaller
than the radius of the dust grain. As we have now a clearly developed sheath around
the particle we can take advantage of its characteristic properties in the calculation of
the grain’s potential. In particular we use the fact that we can calculate the potential
drop in the sheath from the planar case. In principle, we can apply OML for any
surface as long as we can link the potential of this surface with the potential of the
dust grain. This link exists for the sheath’s edge. Based on this, in MOML, we can
split the calculation of the ion current in three stages. In the first stage we apply
OML in order to find the ion current to the edge of the developed sheath; this current
is given by [44]
Ii = 4pir
2
dnie
(
kTi
2piM
)1/2
·
(
1− eφs
kTi
)
, (5.3)
where φs is the potential at the sheath’s edge. The advantage of this approach is that
the majority of the absorption radii are located within the sheath region and therefore
the effect of absorption radii in the region where the ion current is calculated through
OML is negligible [44].
The second stage is to link φs with the potential of the grain’s surface and in order
to do this we use the information for the potential drop in the sheath. We can now
express the equation above using the grain’s potential, φ, and the potential drop in
the sheath, ∆φ. Equation 5.3 takes the form
Ii = 4pir
2
dnie
(
kTi
2piM
)1/2
·
(
1− e(φ−∆φ)
kTi
)
. (5.4)
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Normalizing the potential and using the OML to calculate the electron current to the
surface of the grain, the OML current balance takes the form below
exp(ψ) = (τµ)1/2
(
1− ψ −∆ψ
τ
)
. (5.5)
The third and final step is to calculate the potential drop across the sheath. The
potential drop from the sheath’s edge to the surface is calculated using the thin
sheath approximation. The thin sheath approximation assumes the size of the grain
is much larger than the electron Debye length and it also assumes that all the ions
that reach the sheath’s edge reach also the dust grain’s surface. The derivation follows
the calculation of the planar sheath detailed in Chapter 2 but modified for the case
where the ion temperature is finite, Ti 6= 0; for this we need to use an appropriate
Bohm speed. Following [41,44] we use the following form for the Bohm speed for hot
ions
vBohm =
√
kTe + γkTi
M
, (5.6)
where γ is the ratio of specific heat capacities. In reference [44], the value of γ = 5/3
was chosen as it was found to give the best fit between MOML and simulations carried
with the PIC code SCEPTIC [89–93]. So, we can calculate the potential difference
between the wall and the sheath’s edge given by the equation below
∆ψ =
1
2
ln (2piµ(1 + γτ)) . (5.7)
Substituting ∆ψ from the above equation in equation 5.5 we get
exp(ψ) = (τµ)1/2
(
1− ψ
τ
− 1
2τ
ln (2piµ(1 + γτ))
)
. (5.8)
Solving numerically the above equation, the floating potential can be calculated. The
results of the floating potential as a function of τ can be seen in figure 5.2.
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MOML can be also applied for flowing plasmas [44]. In such cases, the stationary
Maxwellian is replaced by a shifted one, see also Chapter 2 (SOML theory), the ion
current is given by
Ii = 4pir
2eni
(
kTi
2piM
)[
F1(
u√
2τ
)− F2( u√
2τ
)
ψ −∆ψ
τ
]
, (5.9)
where F1 and F2 are given by equations 2.29 and 2.30. The ion flow speed here is
normalized to the cold ion Bohm speed, vBC =
√
kTe
M
. This was done so our results
can be directly comparable with the ones presented in [44]. Assuming that the electron
thermal velocity is much larger than the plasma flow velocity the electrons can be
assumed to be stationary. So the current balance can take the form
exp(ψ) =
√
τµ
[
F1(
u√
2τ
)− F2( u√
2τ
)
ψ −∆ψ
τ
]
. (5.10)
Solving numerically the above equation we can calculate the floating potential of large
dust grains in a flowing plasma, the results of this calculation are presented in the
next Section (see figures 5.7, 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10) along with the results of the modified
version of MOML. Also, in the same figures we can see the corresponding simulation
results from the PIC code SCEPTIC [43,44].
5.3 The Source-Collector Sheath Model and MOML.
In this Section we first discuss the discrepancies between the application of the MOML
theory in flowing plasmas and the SCEPTIC simulation results. Secondly, we inves-
tigate the physics behind these discrepancies both by looking at the plasma profiles
around a dust particle immersed in a flowing plasma, and also by presenting our
modification of the MOML theory based on the source-collector sheath’s theoretical
model for flowing plasmas, previously presented in Chapter 3.
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Figure 5.2: The normalized dust grain potential as a function of τ for the MOML theory,
SCEPTIC and OML, for hydrogen.
Figure 5.3: A graphic representation of the potential drop from the source-collector sheath
theoretical model that was used to replace the sheath potential drop in the MOML theory.
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Figure 5.4: The normalized potential drop, ∆ψ, as a function of τ . This is calculated as in
Willis et al. 2012 [44], denoted as MOML, and by the source-collector sheath theoretical
model, denoted as Ygg., for hydrogen.
For the cases that τ is larger than 1, the agreement between MOML and SCEPTIC
simulation results is good, see figures 5.9 and 5.10. However, for values smaller than
1 there are two problems. The first is that the agreement between MOML and
SCEPTIC results for cases τ = 0.1 and τ = 0.01 is not as good as in the case with
τ = 1 and τ = 10. The second problem is that MOML seems to miss distinctive
characteristics of the behaviour that are being exhibited in the simulated results from
SCEPTIC. This is mainly observed in a window approximately between 0.5 and 1.5
of the normalized velocity.
In [44] these differences have been attributed to two different reasons. The first
reason is the transition between a regime where dust grain charging is dominated by
electrostatic and thermal effects (relevant for stationary and slow flowing plasmas)
and a regime where dust grain charging is dominated by plasma flows. This transition
as argued in [44] is smooth for τ ≥ 0.5 but it is very sudden in cases where the value
of τ is smaller. This phenomenon according to [44] explains the discrepancies between
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Figure 5.5: The potential distribution around a large dust grain, rd/λDe = 80, for flow
speeds of a) u = 0.3, b) u = 0.9 and c) u = 1.3. The plasma has τ = 0.2, whereas u is
normalized with respect to the Bohm velocity for cold ions, vBC =
√
kTe
M
and Φ is the
potential normalized with respect to −kTe
e
. Source Willis et al. 2012 [44].
MOML and SCEPTIC results for the cases of τ = 0.1 and τ = 0.01. Additionally,
for τ = 0.01 a second reason for these discrepancies cited again in [44] is the fact that
SCEPTIC is affected by numerical heating for very low ion temperatures.
Also, in [44], see figure 5.5, the potential distribution around the dust grain for
three different plasma flows v/vBC=0.3, 0.9, 1.3 and for τ = 0.2 was presented. It was
shown that the spherical symmetry is affected and breaks down with increasing plasma
flow velocity. In our case however, we focus on another characteristic of the presented
profile. It can be observed, that the potential distribution in the upstream side of
the grain is also affected by increasing the plasma flow velocity. More specifically, the
spatial dimensions of the sheath’s structure in front of the particle decrease, while the
plasma flow velocity increases; this behaviour is similar to the one that we observed
in Chapter 3.
Taking the above into consideration, in this section we examine how the modifica-
tion of the sheath characteristics due to flows affect the MOML results. In order to do
this, we use the results of the theoretical analysis of the source-collector sheath system
with flows that was discussed in Chapter 3. In Willis et al 2012, in the MOML calcu-
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Figure 5.6: The normalized potential drop calculated by the source-collector sheath’s the-
oretical model as a function of the normalized velocity for the cases τ=0.01, 0.1, 1 and 10,
for hydrogen.
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Figure 5.7: The negative normalized floating potential with respect to normalized velocity
for the case τ = 0.01 for five different cases, where MOML Ygg. refers to the modification
of MOML using the source-collector sheath system’s theoretical model for flowing plasmas,
for hydrogen.
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Figure 5.8: The negative normalized floating potential with respect to normalized velocity
for the case τ = 0.1 for five different cases, where MOML Ygg. refers to the modification
of MOML using the source-collector sheath system’s theoretical model for flowing plasmas,
for hydrogen.
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Figure 5.9: The negative normalized floating potential with respect to normalized velocity
for the case τ = 1 for five different cases, where MOML Ygg. refers to the modification
of MOML using the source-collector sheath system’s theoretical model for flowing plasmas,
for hydrogen.
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Figure 5.10: The negative normalized floating potential with respect to normalized velocity
for the case τ = 10 for five different cases, where MOML Ygg. refers to the modification
of MOML using the source-collector sheath system’s theoretical model for flowing plasmas,
for hydrogen.
lation, the normalized potential difference ∆ψ is taken from the planar sheath case,
see also equation 5.7. We now replace this with the potential difference ∆ψ = ψc−ψs
which is the potential drop across the collector sheath, see figure 5.3, where ψc and
ψs were calculated in Chapter 3 using equations 3.11 and 3.12. In figure 5.4 we plot
the potential drop of the normalized potential ∆ψ from the MOML and from the
source-collector sheath’s theoretical model for a stationary plasma. Comparing the
two, the difference is appreciable and especially for values of τ ranging from 0.01 to
1.
For this reason, we explore two different cases. In the first case, we use ∆ψ cal-
culated from the source-collector sheath’s theoretical model for a stationary plasma;
this is similar to the version of MOML presented by Willis et al. 2012 [44] as ∆ψ
remains constant and is function only of τ . In the second case, we use the full range
of ∆ψ calculated from the source-collector sheath’s theoretical model; these ∆ψ are
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a function of both τ and the plasma flow velocity, see figure 5.6.
The results can be seen in figures 5.7, 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10. Comparing our results
for constant ∆ψ (which is what MOML does) with our results where ∆ψ changes
with flow velocity, we observe that the lost SCEPTIC features in MOML for cases of
τ = 0.01, 0.1, 1 in [44] are being recovered when taking into account the effect of the
plasma flow velocity to the sheath’s structure, i.e. when ∆ψ changes also with flow
velocity. It was shown in Willis et al. 2012 [44] that the results of the floating potential
from SCEPTIC simulations exhibited a steep increase compared with MOML results.
This feature was observed for low ion temperatures (τ = 0.01 and 0.1) and it started
for velocities of the order of 0.5vBC and diminished for velocities of the order of
1.5vBC .
5.4 Conclusions
In this Chapter we examined the shortcoming that OML has and we also presented
the OM theory comparing it with the widely used OML. We gave an account of
the MOML theory which focuses on calculating the floating potential for large dust
grains. Furthermore, we reviewed the comparison between MOML and the results
of SCEPTIC. We observed that MOML did not reproduce characteristic features of
the SCEPTIC results for τ ≤ 1. Finally, we explored the significance of taking into
account the dependence of the dust grain’s sheath characteristics on plasma flows.
We examined this using the source-collector sheath’s theoretical model. We tested
the theory for constant and varying ∆ψ and compared with SCEPTIC results. This
study showed that taking into account the effect of flows on the sheath’s characteristics
reproduces features seen in the results of SCEPTIC simulations which were previously
unrecovered in MOML; especially for the cases τ=0.01 and 0.1. The results of MOML
using the source-collector sheath’s theoretical model are better than the conventional
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OML and they are a satisfactory approximation for the SCEPTIC results, compared
also with the results of original version of MOML, for large flow velocities and values
of τ larger than 1. This study highlights the great importance of having a theory
that realistically takes into account the effect of flows on the dust grain’s sheath
characteristics when modeling the charging of large dust grains.
Chapter 6
Summary and Future Work
6.1 Summary
In this work we focused on the study of the source-collector sheath system and its
applications on the charging of large dust grains.
In the first part, Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, we studied the source-collector sheath
system and we examined the effect that both stationary and flowing plasmas have
on the system. The problem has been presented before in the literature as in [45],
however, in this work it is the first time in the literature that flows are taken into
account in such a system. This is very important as it gives us further insight about
the physics of the system; crucial in cases where flowing plasmas are present, for
instance in tokamaks divertors like the ones in MAST, JET and ITER. We also
examined the effect of electron emission on the source-collector sheath system as
electron emission plays a central role in high density hot plasmas like the ones created
in tokamak reactors. These effects, in both Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 have been
studied both analytically and numerically; for the analytical analysis we developed a
new analytical model for each case and the numerical studies have been carried out
using our kinetic code Yggdrasil. Previous numerical studies have used extensively
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PIC codes whereas in this work it is the first time that a Vlasov solver kinetic code
which we modified accordingly in order to study the aforementioned phenomena has
been used. The choice of a kinetic code based on finite difference methods is better
as it is less prone to numerical noise thus giving more accurate results than the ones
obtained from PIC codes. In both Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, the theoretical models
were benchmarked against the simulation results and the agreement was found to be
very good. The importance of the generalized Bohm criterion has been studied for all
cases; it was found that it is satisfied in the collector sheath but it does not signify its
edge as in the case of the collisional presheath with ionization. Further details for the
results and the conclusions of the aforementioned topics were presented in Chapters
3 and 4, and also in [1] and [2].
In the second part of this work, Chapter 5, we focused on the application of
the conclusions from the first part of this work on the charging of large dust grains
immersed in a flowing plasma. The charging of dust grains is the most important
process for determining the dynamical behaviour of solid particles of various shapes
and sizes in a plasma. Although in the literature there are several theories for cal-
culating the charge on small dust grains, there is a significant gap in the existing
understanding of the charging of large dust grains in a flowing plasma. Large dust
grains play an important role in dust transport in tokamaks as, due to their size they
can contaminate the core plasma. So far the charging of large dust grain has not been
theoretically treated accurately in works presented in the existing literature. Willis
et al. [44] have constructed the MOML theory which proved to be a far more better
theory as far as the large dust grains are concerned compared to the most widely
used OML theory but they failed to take into account the important effect of flows.
In the work presented in Chapter 5, based on the existing work in the literature [44],
we introduced a new mechanism that showed how flows affect the sheath of a large
dust grain and through this its charge. The results of this study were compared
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with both the MOML theory and relevant simulation results. The simulation results
that were used were initially presented in [44] and were obtained from the PIC code
SCEPTIC [89–93]. It was found that this new approach was able to recover features
of the simulation results that were lost from the initial MOML analysis [44]. The
detailed results and conclusion were presented in Chapter 5.
6.2 Future Work
The work that has been presented in this thesis can be extended in several ways. An
immediate step is to examine how the source-collector sheath system with electron
emission is affected by the addition of plasma flows and also compare the results of
the corresponding theoretical model with simulations from the kinetic code Yggdrasil.
The results of this study will be used to extend our charging model for large dust
grains by including the effect of electron emission.
The effect of electron emission plays an important role in the study of dust trans-
port in fusion devices. The dusty plasma group at Imperial College has developed
the Dust in TOKamakS (DTOKS) dust transport code [52, 94, 95] that models the
dynamical behaviour of dust particles in fusion plasmas. The current model included
in DTOKS [52] although it takes into account electron emission effects, it is based
on the OML approach. This is also true for all dust transport codes available at the
moment [96–98]. As we have seen in Chapter 5, OML has limited accuracy for the
case of large dust grains with radius larger than the electron Debye length. It is our
plan to incorporate our charging model in DTOKS and study the difference with the
currently available OML based model under realistic tokamak conditions.
The extended use of the kinetic code Yggdrasil in this research work highlighted
the flexibility and the robustness of the code. For this reason, we plan to expand
the applicability of Yggdrasil further. There are several steps that we plan to take in
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order to achieve this, which are the following:
• Include collisions and ionization.
• Increase the simulation dimensions of the code.
• Change the geometry of the code from planar to spherical.
• Parallelize Yggdrasil to increase its performance.
The implementation of these changes will help us explore many different applications
of Yggdrasil. For the planar case, these extensions will allow the study of the sheath-
presheath system with collisions and ionization. Furthermore, they will allow us to
take into account the effect of magnetic fields in the planar case. The study of the
planar wall with an oblique magnetic field is of great importance to the study of the
plasma surface interactions in a tokamak environment. The problem has been also
studied in the past in the Imperial College Dusty Plasma group [99,100] using a fluid
model. Studying the problem kinetically will improve on the previous efforts and will
benchmark their results. Previous kinetic treatments of this problem [101] make the
assumption of Boltzmann electrons, whereas Yggdrasil simulates kinetically both the
ions and the electrons.
The modification of Yggdrasil to spherical geometry together with the aforemen-
tioned additions will allow the simulation of the plasma dust system in great detail.
It will allow us to expand the conclusions of Chapter 5 to particles of arbitrary size
and for a great variety of conditions including electron emission, magnetic fields and
plasma collisionality. The results will also help us gain further insight on the forces
exerted on dust particles under these conditions. It is also in our plans to bench-
mark the results of the spherical version of Yggdrasil also with the PIC code ELPS
developed initially by Dr Alex Robinson [102].
Appendix A
OML derivation
From the conservation of energy we have
E =
1
2
Mv2∞ =
1
2
Mv2 + eφ(r) =
1
2
Mv2rd + eφd , (A.1)
here M is the ion mass, v∞ the velocity of the ion from infinity, e the electron charge,
φ(r) the potential at distance r, vrd the ion’s velocity at rd and φd the surface potential.
From the conservation of angular momentum we have
J = Mv∞h ′ (A.2)
where J is the angular momentum and h the impact parameter.
When the ion grazes the dust grain’s surface equation A.2 takes the form
Jcrit = Mv∞hcrit = Mvrdrd ⇒ vrd = v∞hcrit
rd
, (A.3)
where hcrit is the critical value of the impact parameter and vrd is the velocity at rd.
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Substituting equation A.3 to equation A.1 we get
Mv2∞ − 2eφd = M
v2∞h
2
crit
r2d
⇒ hcrit = rd
√
1− 2eφd
Mv2∞
(A.4)
and
Jcrit = Mv∞rd
√
1− 2eφd
Mv2∞
. (A.5)
The ion current with velocity from v to v + dv is given by
dI = −4pir2ef(v)u(r)d3v , (A.6)
where u(r) is the radial velocity at distance r.
We now integrate equation A.6 for the case J < Jcrit and we get
I = −4pir2
∫
J<Jcrit
ef(v)u(r)d3v . (A.7)
We now change variables from v to J and E [42]
d3v =
2pi
M3r2u
JdJdE , (A.8)
where the radial velocity is given by
u =
√
2
M
(E − eφ)− J
2
M2h2
. (A.9)
We assume that the distribution in the plasma is Maxwellian so
fM(v) = n0(
M
2pikTi
)3/2 exp(−1
2
Mv2
kTi
) = n0(
M
2pikTi
)3/2 exp(
−E
kTi
) , (A.10)
where n0 is the density far from the dust grain and Ti is the ion temperature.
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So, by substituting from equation A.8 and A.10 to equation A.7 we have
Ii = −4pir2d
∫ ∞
0
∫ Jcrit
0
en0(
M
2pikTi
)3/2 exp(
−E
kTi
)u
2pi
M3r2du
JdEdJ
Ii = −4pir2den0(
M
2pikTi
)3/2
2pi
M3r2d
∫ ∞
0
exp(
−E
kTi
)
[
J2
2
]Jcrit
0
dE
and we denote 4pir2den0(
M
2pikTi
)3/2
2pi
M3r2d
as A.
So we have
Ii = A
∫ ∞
0
exp(
−E
kTi
)
[
(
1
2
Mv2∞)Mr
2
d
(
1− eφd1
2
Mv2∞
)]
dE .
By integrating by parts we get
Ii = AMr
2
d
{∫ ∞
0
E(−kTi exp(−E
kTi
))
′
dE −
∫ ∞
0
eφd exp(
−E
kTi
)dE
}
Ii = AMr
2
d
{[
−kTi exp(−E
kTi
)E
]∞
0
−
∫ ∞
0
−kTi exp(−E
kTi
)dE − eφd
[
−kTi exp(−E
kTi
)
]∞
0
}
,
where the first part inside the curly brackets is equal to zero. By substituting again
the A we obtain the equation for the ion current
Ii = 4pir
2
den0
√
kTi
2piM
(1− eφd
kTi
) . (A.11)
To obtain the electron current, we repeat the same calculation but in this case the
integral limits change accordingly. The integration limits for J remain the same but
the energy is integrated from a minimum value of E0 to infinity where E0 = eφd. This
value of E0 is assumed to be the minimum energy that the electron has to have in
order to graze the grain. So the integral becomes
Ie = 4pir
2
d
∫ ∞
E0
∫ Jcrit
0
en0(
m
2pikTe
)3/2 exp(
−E
kTe
)u
2pi
m3r2du
JdEdJ
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Ie = 4pir
2
den0(
m
2pikTe
)3/2
2pi
m3r2d
∫ ∞
E0
exp(
−E
kTe
)dE
[
J2
2
]Jcrit
0
and we denote 4pir2den0(
m
2pikTe
)3/2
2pi
m3r2d
as B.
So, we have
Ie = Bmr
2
d
{∫ ∞
0
E(−kTe exp(−E
kTe
))
′
dE −
∫ ∞
E0
eφd exp(
−E
kTe
)dE
}
,
Ie = Bmr
2
d
{[
−kTe exp(−E
kTe
)E
]∞
E0
−
∫ ∞
E0
−kTe exp(−E
kTe
)dE − eφd
[
(−kTe exp(−E
kTe
)
]∞
E0
}
.
Integrating by parts we have
Ie = Bmr
2
d exp(
−E0
kTe
)(kTe)(E0 + kTe − eφd)
and therefore by substituting B the electron current is
Ie = 4pir
2
den0
√
kTe
2pim
exp(
−eφd
kTe
) . (A.12)
From equations A.11 and A.12 and taking into consideration that Ie=Ii we can get
our resulting equation which is
(1− 1
τ
ψ) exp(−ψ) = 1√
µτ
, (A.13)
where ψ =
eφ
kTe
is the normalized surface potential and τ is the ratio of ion to electron
temperature.
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